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Clothes Bank
Needs Garments
For Children
"The shelves are bare of children's clothing at the Fulton-Obion
Counties Clothes Bank," said a
spokesman for the local clothes
bank in an appeal to residents of
Fulton-South Fulton to donate
children's clothing.
This is the season of heaviest
demand for children's clothing
and anyone who has this type of
clothing is asked to bring the
articles to the clothes bank on
East State Line. The bank is open
on Wednesday afternoons and allday Saturday.
Also needed is bedding and
towels. Three families, who lost
all their belongings in fires which
destroyed their homes, are being
aided by the clothes bank, and
these items ane badly needed,
spokesman said.
Shop Now—Mali Early

Fulton's Junior Miss
Has Beauty And Brains

Notebook
So last week I wrote cutlines
for a photograph of South Fulton's
official family and I designated
Mayor Milton Counce as Mayor
Gilbert DeMyer. We caught the
error alter many papers had already been printed and corrected
it, but I'm surprised this doesn't
happen more often. If ever you
want to count your blessings, just
thank the Lord you don't have to
report the news for TWO different schools, TWO city administrations, TWO counties. TWO political arenas in TWO States, and a
variety of other churches, clubs,
that criss-cross the border and
yet are in ONE COMMUNITY.

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky,

Polling Maces For
Referenda* Named
Foiling places where Fulton County farmers may east ballots in the
referendum on taarketing quotas
for the 1985 upland cotton crop
were announced today by Roy
Bard, Chairman, Fulton Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee. Hie referendum
will be held on Tuesday, December
IS at the following places:
Community
A, Vaughan's Grocery; B, Lodges ton Community Center; C,
Hutchison's Grocery; D, Hickman
Hardware Implement Store; E,
Hickman Gin fWeatern)
Polls' Will be open from 8:00
A M. to 8:00 P. M.
In Lexington
County Agent John Watts and
Home Demonstration Agent Mrs.
Anna C. Thompson are in Lexington this week attending Annual
Extension Worker* Conference.
They plan to return on Friday
night.

South Fnlloa PTA
Plans Neel Tonight

The South Fulton.PTA will meet
tonight (Thursday) in the South
Fulton gym. President J. U. McKendree will be irncharge of the
Marie Ruddle, a lovely 17-year old blonde, with meeting.
sparkling green eyes and a svelte figure, is a Fulton
The fourth
ram on the
High School senior who does a superb job of combining theme, "Vision Wii Action," will
be
given
by
Mrs.
kelson Tripp,
beauty and brains. She was recently selected by the Fulwith Mrs. J. U.
endree assistton Jaycees as Fulton Junior Miss.
ing. This will be ar outstanding
Christmas program, with numbers
She will compete with other
high school seniors in the Ken- work, Marie belongs to: Future given by the Junior High chorus,
tucky Junior Miss Pageant at Homemakers of
America, the special numbers and group singLouisville, Feb. 4 to 6 and have Future Nurses Club, the staff of ing.
a chance to share in over $150,- the High School paper and YearAll members are urged to at000 in scholarships from state and book; is president of her Sunday tend and visitors are welcome.
national competition.
School Class, program chairman
With the cooperation of the of Young Women's Auxiliary,
Fulton High faculty and Senior member of youth choir and memBINGO PARTY!
Girl's Class, Miss Ruddle was ber of Baptist Training Union.
Having
a
scholastic
record
of
2.5,
The colored jqafeibers of the
chosen from a field of IS in the
contest held by the Fulton Jay- she has received 3 school mono- Illinois Central Employees Sergrams
and
the
F.
H.
A.
award.
vice
Club will hold their bingo
celes. Judging was done by a
New Hope Baptist
committee of two men and two Her plans are to attend Murray party at
Church on Friday, December 11.
women on the basis of personal State College next year.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
interviews.
(Continued on page four)
Active in school and church
Merry Christinas Shopping

Distinguished Methodist Bishop To Steve Lindsey's
Be Guest Speaker Here Sunday Father Dies
In Mayfield

When I die and am reincarnate
ed, and if 1 come back as a printer's devil, I'm going to be sure I
do not spin my wheels, burning
oil in a border community. It's a
Bishop Ellis Finger of the Naeh- to the World Methodist Conference
wonderful place to live, but a ville Area of the Methodist of 1951, 1956, and 1981.
rough place for a reporter trying Church will be the guest preacher
Bishop Finger is a very busy
to do a good Job.
at First Methodist Church next man traveling the length and
Sunday.
breadth of three great Confer'Tis a fond farewell we wish the
Bishop Finger oversees the ences dedicating churches, preachBill Cottrells. The friendly, grelargest area in the Methodist ing in all the districts, meeting
garious civic reader, pastor, school
Church, which is comprised of with all the ministers and layteacher and hale-fellow-well-met,
the Memphis, Holston, and Ten- men.
has moved to Gadsden, Ala.
nessee Conferences, with more
He speaks enthusiastically about
where he will serve as pastor of
than 450,000 members in his the "New Life" within the church,
the
Cumberland
Presbyterian
charge. He was elected to his of- asking all the churches to reChurch there. Bill deserves a nice,
fice in July, 1984 and assigned to examine themselves in the light
quiet pastorate after the exciting
the Nashville Area of the Metho- of what the Church of Jesus Christ
frenzy he lived through as execudist Church with offices at Nash- should be and see if there are any
tive secretary of the second Inville. A native of Mississippi, hav- deficiencies. He speaks of the
ternational Banana Festival. Bill
made many friends and good con- ing served in the pastorate, as church attracting young men to
tacts for the twin cities on his var- chaplain, and as president of the ministry and the great opious trips around the country and Millsaps College since 1952, h e ' portunities which the pulpit offers
Central America "Selling" the Ba- was educated at Millsaps, Emory for worthy service. He has a deep
nana Festival. We shall always University, Yale Divinity Schools concern about the church and its
and Union Theological Seminary, growth and witness in the world
be grateful to him.
Bishop Finger was 'a delegate to today.
the General Conference
1952,
Every member of First MethoHow we hated to miss that ap- 1058, 1980, and 1984 and delegate
(Continued on page ten)
preciation dinner for dear ole
Congressman "Fats" Everett. Our
plans to attend fell through, but
from what we hear it was a wonderful event, for one of the finest
friends and public servants we
have ever known. "Fats" Is another fellow who works both sides
of the state line.. Although we
live on the Kentucky side we
wouldn't hestitate a minute to ask
By Jo Weslpheling
"Fats" for any favor in the world.
And what's more, nearly everyHistorians report that in 1914, Prince Bulow, the
body around her e feels the same
former German Chancellor, said to the then Chancellor
way.

Funeral services for Lee Lindsey
were held December 8 in Byrn
Funeral Chapel in Mayfield with
the Rev. Marvin Dowdy officiating. Burial was in Maplewood
Cemetery.
Mr. Lindsey, 71, died on December 7 at his home in Mayfield.
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Contest May Result From Democratic
Precinct Elections Last Saturday
There was so little interest shown in the precinct tk". b u t w h e n no one appeared
elections of -the Democratic party last Saturday that left the precinct. Mr. Davie rethe names of Mr. and Mrs.
there is some doubt as to the legality of the elections in leased
carl Harrison
having been
some of the precincts. The elections, scheduled for two Elected
In the Brownsville precinct the
p. m. in the sixteen county precincts were so poorly at- names of Mr. arid Mrs. Cecil Bartended, that there is some question as to whether some nett were said by Dee Langford
of the persons whose names appear herewith were to have been elected. However
Mrs. Barnett said she did not atelected or appointed by party leaders.
The election Saturday was a far cry from earlier
years, when party factionalism was rife and as many as
25 to 30 persons showed up at the precincts to gain control of the party for their particular faction.
The names of the precinct committeeman and committeewoman
were secured by the News staff
by calling individuals in the various precincts. Only a few affidavits of election had been received by County Democratic
Chairman J. T- Davie at press
time. Mrs. Ward Bushart, secre-

tend the election, was unaware of
who was elected, "but that she
would ask her husband when he
came in."
The list of officials elected,
compiled by calling individuals
and party leaders, is not official.

It is as follows:
tary to the county committee was
also unable to give out a complete
City Hall, Fulton: Wilbum Allist.
len, Mrs. Ward Bushart.
Batts Hardware, Fulton: Nemo
In precinct number 4, (Highlands) the News was reliably in- Williams, Mrs. Robert Batts.
Health Center, Fulton: R. E.
formed that Hugh Fly attended
the precinct meeting with the Hyland, Mrs. Pete Green.
Pepsi-Cola, Fulton: Carl W.
necessary papers to hold an elecHarrison, Mrs. Carl W. Harrison.
Palestine: Harvey Pewitt, Mrs.
Harvey Pewitt.
Crutchfield: Richard Byrd, Mrs.
Rayford Duke.
Four Point: E d " Hardy, Mrs.
Brett H. Prather.
Cayce: Irby Hammond, Mrs.
Donald Mabry.
State Line: James G. Shaw, Mrs.
Family Shoe Store, a $10.00 gift A. L. Shaw.
certificate;
Railroad
Salvage,
RECC, Hickman: M. B. Major,
electric carving knife; Tiny Tog- Mrs. M. B. Major
gery, a dress: K. Homra, a sweatCourthouse,
Hickman:
Kent
er; R. P. Hocker & Sons (Arling- Hamby, Mrs. R. B. Goalder.
ton), an electric blanket; Clarice
Clinton St., Hickman: Tommy
Shop, a $15.00 gift certificate; Yarbro, Mrs. Tommy Yarbro.
Shatz (Clinton), clothes hamper;
Stokes
Chevrolet,
Hickman:
Waudell Yarbro, Mrs. Waudell
Evans Drug Store, a camera;
Yarbro.
Hopkins Grocery
(Clinton), a
Brownsville: Cecil Barnett, Mrs.
turkey and a basket of groceries;
Cecil Barnett.
Western Auto, a full length mirSassafras Ridge: Charlie Darror; Shatz (Hickman), West Bend
hand mixer; Elizabeth's, a $15.00 nell, Mary Condor.
Madrid Bend: Jess Whitson, Mrs.
gift certificate;
Jofe Whitson.
Singer Sewing Center, $10.00 in
merchandise; Ben Franklin Store
TURKEY FOR DINNER!
(Fulton), a $5.00 suit case; Ben
Franklin Store (Hickman), a full
Twin-City Barracks No. 2352,
length mirror; Mac & Fay Flower World War One Veterans, held
Shop, a wreath for the door; The their December meeting Tuesday
Leader Store, fiberglass curtains; night at the One and All Club,
Wood 4 Pruitt, an album of five with their wives as guests. A turrecords: The Dotty Shop, a $10.00 key dinner was served and an ingift certificate.
teresting program given.

WFUL's Merry Christinas
Stores Have Many Gifts
This week-end and next the
Christmas shopping spree will hit
its peak. If you're a wise shopper
you will visit those stores whose
messages appear in the Fulton
News and on Radio Station WFUL.
The radio station is giving an extra incentive for shopping with
its advertisers. Kenneth Turner,
manager of the station ^suggests
that you visit in the stores showing the Merry Christmas sign,
register, and then be eligible for
valuable gifts to be given away on
Christmas Eve. There's no obligation to buy.
All of the stores advertising in
the News and on WFUL carry a
complete line of Christmas stock.
You are urged to take advantage
of the selections while the supply
is plentiful.
These stores want to help you
have a Merry Christmas. Here's
what they will be giving away:
The Jewel Box, a watch; Bay

Bravery Of Two Dresden Scouts Points
To Value Of Supporting Area Program
Ed's Note: If you haven't made
your contribution to this year's
Boy Scout Fund drive you will
do so gladly after reading this
story. Whether yon have a
young fellow Ln your family or
not, a contribution to Boy
Scouting is an investment in tUe
future of tomorrow's cltUens.

He was the father of Steve
Lindsey, manager of South Fulton
From a story that appeared in
Piggly-Wiggly store. Also survivthe Dresden Enterprise last week
ing ar e three other sons, L. C.
it Is obvious that Scouting is %
Lindsey of Winchester, Vernon program from which all manLindsey of Detroit and Larry kind can benefit, not just the
Lindsey of Chicago; two daugh- fine young boys and girls who
ters, Mrs. J. L. Sanderson of are members of a troop. Here's
Mayfield and Mrs. J. C. West of the story.
Paducah; a sister, Mrs Ed Davis
of Mayfield, six grandchildren
Two eleven year old Dresden
and six great-grandchildren.
boys, Gwinn Anderson and Roy

Story Behind Fulton School's High Standards
Is Display Of Another Kind Of School Spirit

Herron, were credited with saving the lives of two Martin residents last week-end.
Grover Page, line coach at
UTMB, and Bill Teuton, Executive Vice President of the Weakley County Chamber of Commerce, w^re rescued from K e n tucky Lake by the two Boy Scouts
about
10:00 A. M Sat«eday
morning. The men had been-duck
hunting in the Springville 0Tmnp
house area and were returning to
their car when their boat capsized
in the middle of the lake some 300
yards from either shore.

Walker, Exum Given
Scont Certificates

Both men, who are well qualified swimmers, were able to
keep hold of the overturned boat.
Their cries for help were heard
by the boys who were preparing
a boat for sailing. By chance, they
had left
horsepower motor on
the sailboat the night before.
Otherwise, there w o u l i not have
been time for them to have gone
(Continued on page teven)

At the second annual Cherokee
District Recognition Dinner for
scouters and their wives, held at
the Country Kitchen on December
2, Charles Walker and Thomas
Exilm were presented Round-Up
certificates for meeting goals and *
the number of boys participating
in the Fall Round-Up. These
awards were presented by Nelson
Tripp, district chairman, who presided at the dinner, which was attended by 60 district scouters and
their wives.
The principal speaker was Forrest Martin, district scout executive from Murray. Ted Simmons,
local scout executive, reviewed the
year's work and expressed appreciation for the fine cooperation received from the scouters in the
district.

WASHINGTON BOUND'
WASHINGTON BOUND will be
the slogan for the Girl Scouts if
you help them with their rummage and candy sale Saturday
Rummage will be sold In the

building next'to Pure Milk Co. on
Fourth and candy will be sold in
front of the Tiny Toggery. Pttv
ceeds from the sates will help fl- •
nance a trip to Washington f o r
the troop.

and Schools, and one of only 14 "school spirit" took on a meanin the eleven southern states.
ing other than the rah-rah and
the cheers of a sports event. There
It did not come about by hap- was a team, all right, but it was
Bethmann-Hollweg, "How did it all happen?" And penstance! It came about because a much larger group than five, or
Fulton, Kentucky school officials, nine or eleven. It included every
Bethmann-Hollweg replied, "Ah, if only one knew."
like the rest of the community, taxpayer in the school district,
set their standards high, and then every teacher, every school adThey were speaking of an impending war.
w
ministrator, parent and student.
A half century later the question and answer were o r k t0 supersede twe goal,
recited in Fulton by a News reporter and W . L. Holland,
Fulton High school has been ac- If there were defeats "one never
knew." Only the victory became
when the hard-working superintendent was asked "How c r e d l t e d W l t h the n a w southern known when the goal was authendid this exclusive accreditation of Fulton's elementary
£ £ ticated on November 30 in Louisschool happen? To which Holland replied, "Ah, if only mitted to the group it was the ville.

In reading a glowing report of
the dinner and the fact that "Fats"
had almost as much fun appreciating his friends, as his friends had
appreciating him, w e also read the
following item about Congress
men. Senators, et al. THE ARTICLE CERTAINLY
DOESN'T
FIT 'TATS", but it's kind of funny and I thought you'd enjoy it. o n e k n e w .
Here it is:
Not one, but many people in the
Fulton Independent School DisAnd then there was the story
trict knew, for the Board of Eduabout the father who took his son
cation. the superintendent the
to Washington on an educational
principals, the faculty and the
•islt to the House of Represents
students have been working totives. TTiey watched from the galward this high plateau in southlery as the House came to order.
ern educational elides for a long
"Why did the minister pray for
time.
all those men, Pop?"
Four long years of expansion in
"He didn't. He looked them over
and then prayed for the country." curricula, efficiency in adminis-

tration, development of teaching
methods, addition in instruction
equipment, up-grading of teacher
qualifications and a score of other
programs have brought to the
Fulton eJementary city school
system the high distinction of being only one «TiTx K h o o f S t e r n s
ln Kentucky accredited to the
Southern Association of Colleges

eighth school in Kentucky to be
And, strange as it may Seem,
accepted. The association was two of the team captains met a
formed in 1913.
serious defeat at the hands of ole
In 1960 the SACS expanded its man weather. Mr. Holland and
program to accept qualified ele- Principal Charlie Thomas were on
mentary schools. Fulton applied
their way to Louisville to accept
for an associate membership and
was put on a waiting list until the kudos on behalf of their teamthe elementary school could meet mates when they were forced to
rigid requirements set forth turn back home on account of Icy
for admission.
roads on the West Kentucky
(Continued on page teven)
And that's when the phrase

We Are Opposed To Medical Care For Aged
Under Social Security, Bui Compromise Due
Last week the Paducah SunDemocrat published an editorial en*tled "The Blindness of the Medical
Lobby," that so nearly expresses our
views we are going to publish it
verbatim.
Like millions of other Americans
we're getting bilious at the constant
cry of the American Medical Association that any kind of medical care,
aside from that of the private physician, is socialized medicine. The Paducah Sun points out just how senseless, and even contradictory, such
charges really are. The contradiction
comes from the fact that at one time
the AMA bellowed that any kind of
Government intervention in the sacrosanct patient-doctor relationship
was sacrilegious and socialistic. Now
however, the AMA accepts the government's role in the medical profession through the Kerr-Mills law . . .
but expansion under the King-Anderson bill is almost treason. (The KingAnderson bill would provide health
care for all persons over 60 through
Social Security.)
For the record, we are much opposed to medical care for the aged to
be paid through social security. In
the first place it us an undue burden
on the employee to pay for a service
from which they may never benefit.
Such a system could also cause so
many abuses of the privilege that it
could destroy the entire social security system.
For the employer it is another
tax added to the already heavy burden of unemployment insurance,
workman's compensation and other
such tax bites from which there is no
recovery from the employee. Moreover, if medical care for the aged is
tacked on to social security payments,
such a practice could open a flood
gate of other welfare programs added
to employer-employee payroll tax deductions.
During the recent AMA meeting
in Miami Beach, Florida some segments of the organization offered
four resolutions which would have
suggested compromising attitudes on
health care for the aged. They were
struck down directly, with the new
officers setting their course for a
new, multi-million dollar fight ahead
to defeat the proposed Medicare bill
attached to social security.
At a meeting scheduled for December 13 the plan for the attack on
Medicare will be planned with all the
financial force of the rich medical
lobby behind it. While it is obvious
that the high-priced campaign will go
ahead as voted upon, it is our thinking
that such a fight can do nothing but
injure the medical profession.
The most harm will come by way
of antipathy towards the thousands
of small-town general practitioners,
whose unsung services to charity runs
up into millions of dollars each year.
The AMA would do well to think of

The president of the American
Medical Association has concluded,
he told the doctors meeting in Miami
on Monday, that the overwhelming
election victory of President Johnson
and Democratic congressional candidates means that a federal medical
care program for the aged is considerably more of possibility now "than it
was a few weeks ago." He called for
a new fight by organized medicine to
defeat proposals for a federal health
care program financed through Social
Security.
Yet evidently some soberer heads
within the AMA are thinking hard
about the problem. Delegations from
at least three states were reported to
be pushing resolutions suggesting
compromises in the problem of providing medical care for those who
have difficulty in paying for it.
It is to be hoped that these more
thoughtful leaders will succeed in
making their point with the doctors'
organization. Another bitter-end fight
on this issue can only damage American medicine, in which all of us, the
physicians, the government leaders,
and the public, have so vital a stake.
Repeating the old charge that
medicare is socialism is senseless—
unless we are to agree that Social Security itself is socialistic. Even if it is
(which we deny), what of that? Doctors are educated in publicly-financed
medical colleges, trained in publiclysupported clinics and practice in publicly-supported hospitals. Yet the
AMA evidently doesn't consider all
this to be socialistic.
The present, troublesome problem of how to give adequate medical
care to the needy older people is largely the creation of American medicine. The doctors have been very
successful in discovering means of
preventing disease and curing illnesses which formerly killed off people by the million—before they ever
got old. Nobody would have it otherwise; no American would wish the nation returned to the days when the
average life expectancy was 25 or 39
or 45 years.
But the skilled professionals who
have made it possible for all of us to
live longer must recognize the problem that this has brought upon our
society. It is not morally right, nor is
it socially tolerable, to limit adequate
medical treatment to those who can
somehow pay for it. Like starvation,
medical indigence is an evil which
the state must take responsibility for
meeting, when individual and local
means for the purpose are inadequate.

Bibles On The Black Market

Porter W. Routh of Nashville,
Tennessee, visited the Baptist Church
in Moscow last summer, and he saw
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. P A U L and J O H A N N A M
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worshippers bringing Bibles and
hymbooks in paper sacks. At first he
thought they were bringing a lunch.
Later he learned they wrapped their
Bibles for protection so they could be
preserved as long as possible.
In this five week period between
Thanksgiving and Christmas, the
American Bible Society is again encouraged Christians all over the
world to join in reading the same portion of Scripture daily. Since practically every home in America has
from one to six Bibles, locating a copy
will be no problem. The only problem
will be that of time and concern. De
we care enough to reserve a few minutes each day to read a choice passage?
One of the blessings we can
count at this season is an open Bible
and a free press. But let us also remember that a stack of Bibles a mile
high is useless unless its message
finds a place in our hearts. This is the
meaning of Psalm 119:11, "Thy word
have I hid in mine heart, that I might
not sin against thee."

l<tU 9t Otxfi'

By (fAlmic

G O V . E D W A R D T. B R E A T H I T T «

a compromise action, that would
bring the profession the praise and appreciation it deserves, rather than the
recriminations that are sure to follow
with the kind of hard-hitting campaign it intends to sponsor.
Anyway here's the Paducah
Sun's editorial:

SERMONETTE OF WEEK

A New Jersey clergyman who recently visited Moscow reports that
one of the hottest items on the USSR
black market today is the Bible. One
emigrant said he was offered a cow in
exchange for his Russian-language
Bible. On another occasion, he was offered an entire month's wages for it.

THESE WOMEN!

M y term of office began o n D e cember 10, 1903, and I n o w look
back on m y first year with a measure of both personal and official
satisfaction. I enjoy the w o r k and
the people I am working with. I
thank m y colleagues in all levels
of State Government f o r their
kindness and co-operation.

" O f e , my p o o r n e c k . . . T W a I k e Ust time T U L
e r a go o a t with • basket hell p l a y e r ! "

Tuning Back The Clock-

wBsk

15, 1844
Gerald W . Chandler, Central
High School, Clinton, Kentucky,
won a $100 W a r Bond as first
prize in the State Soil Conservation Essay Contest
Mrs. Carl Croft was hostess to
her Sunday School class of the
Church of Christ on December 8.
After a pot-luck dinner, contests
and games w e r e enjoyed and gifts
were exchanged.
Mildred
Agnes Brooks
was
married to Ira Cloys on December
8 in the home o f Rev. and Mrs.
Walter Mischke. Attendants w e r e
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cardwell and
Mrs. T. J. Kramer, Jr. Mrs. Cloys,
w h o is a graduate of Fulton High
School, is employed at the C o f f e e
Shoppe Mr. Cloys, w h o has served in the armed fortes for the past
three years, received his discharge
two months ago. They will make
their h o m e at 303 West State Line
St
' -1
Mrs. H. L Hardy entertained
Circle No. 4 of the Baptist Church
December 11 in her horrfe on Second S t r e e t A delicious luncheon
was served at noon, prior to the
business meeting.
Mrs. Robert W. Burrow enter-

tained the members of the M o n day Night Bridge Club at her
home on Jefferson Street. T w o
visitors, Mrs. Jack Ray and Mrs.
James Koon, w e r e present. Mrs.
Koon had high score and was given war stamps. At the conclusion
of the games the hostess served
pecan pie and coffee.
Mrs. Inez Ayers Robertson was
married to James Harold Noteworthy on December 11 in A l e x andria, Va. Both are f r o m Paducah. The bride, formerly of Fulton, is president of the U. D. C ,
member of the D. A . R, magazine
and music clubs. Mr. Norsworthy
is district manager of Jefferson
Standard L i f e Insurance C o m pany, and a member of Lions and
L i f e Underwriters Clijb.
Mrs. Kelly L o w e was hostess to
the Baptist Church Circle No. 5
at a pot-luck dinner recently.
T w e l v e members and t w o visitors
were present.
Robert Rowland, w h o has accepted a position with Armour 4
Company, left Sunday f o r Cleveland, Miss., where he will begin
his n e w duties. His w i f e and children left Monday f o r Murray, to
spend Christmas with her parents,
b e f o r e moving to ClevWand.

100 Years Ago This Week
An historic*! review of the Civil War day by day In KenSuck / , at reviewed, by the Kentucky Civil W a r Commission

This is a good time for taking
stock.
A number of things have been
accomplished. More things f o r the
betterment of the State are planned.
W e were able to secure a biennial budget of $1.4 billion—$400
million m o r e than w e have ever
had before—without levying any
new or higher taxes.
The Budget is doing m o r e than
continue existing programs; it is
charting n e w paths of progress—
in education, in health, in conservation, In welfare.
Education has been one of our
major concerns and w e h a v e ktept
our campaign promises t o ' the
school people and to the parents
and the children of Kentucky. W e
increased teacher salaries on the
average throughout the state b y
$500 over the previous biennium
—an average of $30 for this school
year and $200 to come next y*ear.
W e financed the expanded f o u n dation program and have made
record sums available f o r higher
Education.
I pledged as a candidate last
year to exercise fiscal responsibility after I was elected governor.
W e passed a model purchasing
law governing all State purchases
at our first regular legislative session and the Commission on Economy and Efficiency which w e
created is n o w functioning.
We withstood successfully the
first test of the Merit System under a change of adminisrtation.
The system survived this change
intact and w e have been able to
upgrade our personnel standards
in many fields.
I might add, with a further reference to fiseal responsibility
that the sales tax was saved f r o m
any crippling exemptions and as a
result the State revenue program
has been kept o n a solid basis.
Some of the most gratifying progress of the last year is in our
highway program. W e are on

Burbridge had to abandon his
first Saltville expedition in June
of 1864 when Brig. Gen. John
Hunt Morgan, chargled with d e fending the vital industries In
southwestern Virginia, launched a
counterinvasion of Kentucky. That
compelled the Union commander
to turn around and make f o r c e d
marches back to thte Bluegrass
Region He eventually caught u p
with Morgan at Cynthiana, defeated him thoroughly and sent the
shattered cavalry command reeling back to Virginia. On his second expedition, Burbridge got aU
the way to Saltville, w h e r e he was
defeated by Confederates under
the command of another
Kentuckian, Brig. Gen. John Stuart
("Cerro G o r d o " ) Williams.
Now, as he began his third try,
Burbridge had 4,000 troops, including the Eleventh, Twelfth and
Thirteenth
Kentucky
Cavalry
regiments, and the Twentieth,
Twenty-sixth, Fifty-third, Fiftyfourth and Fifty-fifth Kentucky
Mounted Infantry regiments. T h e
respective commanders of the
eight regiments w e r e Col. Milton
Graham, Ma). James B. Harrison,
CoL James W Weatherford. Col.
Francis N. Alexander, Col. Cicero
Maxwell, Lt. Col. W . C. Johnson,
Col. Harvey M. Buckley and Lt.
Col. Weden O'Neal.
December of 1894 was a bitterly
cold m j j j p i ; both the Union Invaders from Kentucky and the
Kentucky Confederates defending
the Virginia installations w e r e
destined to suffer terribly during
the three weeks at the campaign.

During the week under review,
Brig. Gen. Hylan B. Lyon and his
Confederate troops paralyzed traffic on the Cumberland River b y
means of two masked batteries
which commanded a stretch of
that important artery f o r Federal
water-borne military
supplies.
" T h e Thomas E Tutt, Ben South
and other streams" w e r e captured.
Additional freight-carriers, and
even Federal gunboats, the latter
outgunned by the land-based artillery, had to turn back. Lyon,
an Eddyville man, and his K e n tucky troops knew they would be
driven off as soon as the Union
Army could get around to marching a superior f o r c e to attack them
on the land side of their stronghold, which was a little w a y
downstream f r o m the point where
the Cumberland flows f r o m Tennessee across the state line into
Kentucky. Meantime, though, they
were having a good time.
Gan%tt Davis of Bourbon County, one of Kentucky's t w o United
States senators, Introduced at
Washington resolutions aimed at
bringing the war to an end and
restoring the Union. He proposed
a convention of all the states, to ^
which would be referred a num^
ber of proposed
constitutional
amendments. Nothing came of his
effort.

S.700

CAMPSITES

ADDED IN FORESTS
W A S H I N G T O N — T h e United
States Department of Agriculture
In 1963 built 8,700 picnic and
camping sites In national forests
and rehabilitated 10,000 old ones.
This was the greatest expansion of
recreational facilities in nationalforest history. Recreational visits
to the ne tonal forests reached 12S
million In 1M3, a 10-mlUion ln1092.

W e have m o r e than doubled
over last year the investment in
n e w industry in Kentucky. Our
economic development program is
meeting with success and w e are
on schedule on our commitment of
75,000 n e w Jobs during these four
years. W o r k on our billion-dollar,
agricultural development program
has been started. W e sought and
helped obtain $1.5 million in Federal funds f o r tobacco study at
the University of Kentucky.
In an effort to reduce fatalities
on
Kentucky's
highways,
we
launched a traffic safety program
through a toughened point system
against driving violations in a cooperative program with the I n surance
Institute for Highway
Safety. Kentucky's traffic-death
toll must be reduced.
Much more remains to He done
and the next three years will be
busy ones.
M y second year in office is n o w
at hand. I plan to discuss i n another column what I hope to accomplish before it ends.

Visit Local Stores First

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton. Ky.

Greenfield Monumenl Works
I » Operation «1

T w i

* Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night •
* Open Sunday Afternoons
Can 114

J- B. MANESS & SONS

OreenfleM
A D 5-Z2SS

If Yon Wanl To Really Save Do
Your Christmas Shopping At-RAILROAD SALVAGE CO.!
CONE LOOK OVER 0UB NEW LOAD
BEFORE IT'S GONE AGAIN!
HERE ARE A FEW SAMPLES OF THE MANY
BARGAINS W E HAVE —
8TEAM A DRY
S P R A Y IRONS

$9.95

RADIOS

$9.95 & $10.95

DECORATOR
WALL

CLOCKS

$9.95 & Up

Reg. $20 Electric Carving Knives — JUST $8.95
Hardwood Carving Board JUST $1.95 When You
Buy The Knife - Everyone is Giving This For Xmas
I Only Cane Backed
Fren. FTov. Chair
Red Velvet Cover
r e c . S I M n o w $49.59

1 ONLY

MAPLE

FINISH

HUTCH

• $29.95

1 Only

Naagmhjte

Covered Swivel
Rocker

$49.95

Plus - All Kinda of Gift Items. Luggage, Etc.
— Come See — Come Buy — Come Save — At

RAILROAD SALVAGE CO.
Lake Street

8 h o » New—Mall Early

During the eight years of two
State administrations, therefore—
the f o u r yeers under Bert T.
Combs and Including all of my
o w n administration—ail east-west
highway f r o m border to border of
Kentucky will have been completed and w e will have a network
of highways f r o m the Mississippi
River to West Virginia. Ths Includes our plans, also, f o r c o m pleton of the Mountain Parkway
In Eastern Kentucky.
Further, w e have doubled our
rural highway fund, increasing it
f r o m $5 million t o $10 million, in
keeping with a campaign pledge
t o the public—we have suffered
growing pains but have made progress in our correctional program
— a n d w e have had the greatest
y e a r in the history of our State
parks.

Yooll Say Ibey'nt delicious!

By JOB JORDAN
One hundred years ago this
week Maj. Gen Stephen G. B u r bridge, commander of the Union
Army's forces in Kentucky, f o r
the third time set out on an e x pedition to Virginia; his mission,
to destroy the facilities and stop
producton at the saltworks and
lead mines in the vicinity of Seltville, Va. There w e r e critical
shortages of both salt and lead
in the Confederacy.

schedule with the Central Ken
tucky Turnpike, the big dentral
link in this highway construction
year. W e have broken ground,
completed the grade and drain on
it, and this time next year will b e
riding on i t Engineering w o r k has
been started on the Purchase Parkway, the final link in the K e n tucky Turnpikte S y s t e m

Fallon

Color Scheme Of Veterans Check Important To Recipients
More than 37,000 disabled vet- year several thousand checks have
erans or the widows and parents to be suspended by V A until the
of deceased veterans in Kentucky
will bte seeing colors when they cards are returned.
open their mail in December.
Mr. Owen pointed out that this
Inside will be not only the fa- year VA needs all the extra time
miliar green pension check but possible to process the income inalso an income questionnaire formation due to a number of
card with a stripe in ode of four complicated changes under a new
different colors, depending on the pension law. Some veterans will
kind of pension received.
not be eligible for a seven phr
This card must be filled out and cent increase and other benefits
returned to the Veterans Admin- unless they change from the older
istration by January 31 or, under pension plan to a newer program
the law, February pension checks enacted in I960 Complete informust be suspended. Therefore, mation will be found on an inOlney B. Owen, Manager of the struction sheet with the card.
Veterans Administration Regional
Office in Louisville, urged penThe VA Manager cautioned that
sioners to get the cards back as all questions should be answered
soon as possible, not to lay them fully. Hie 10 per cent exclusion
aside until the last minute. Each from public or private retirement
income as well as the exclusion of
the spouse's earned income will
be figured by VA when the cards
are returned. The seven per cent
increase will be made automatically.

Woodcutter,
Spare
That

Use the World's Lightest
Direct-Drive Chain Saw

REVOLUTIONARY
NEW HOMEUTE
XL-12

• Perfect (of pulp cuttiaf
. Cuts 12-Inch lop h W
fells trass up to iNH
. Famous qulltf festal
have made Hometfts tat
professionals, tor ; « n
Y
. Only 1211a. hatarart M i
HAVE A rut*
.
D£M OffS TAA TTO$T T O M V I

Bnrneite Tractor Co.

General instructions t<x the various categories of pensioners
were outlined by Mr. Owen as
follows:

es in net worth, such as property,
gifts and inheritances. Widows
must report 1964 and intimated
1969 Income and changes in net
worth but do not need to report
disability
or death benefits. PayPension under the older law—
ments to both veterans and deOn the card with a salmon colored
pendents aife on a sliding scale,
stripe, 13,662 veterans and 3,274 depending upon their income.
widows must report their 1964 income and estimated 1B65 income.
Dependent Parents—There are
Veterans and widows in this group only 709 parents of deceased vethave received an election card erans receiving Dependency and
and return envelope so that they Indemnity
Compensation paymay change to the new pension ments in Kentucky. They will relaw and receive the increased
ceive blue colored cards and must
benefits.
report income of self and spouse.
New Pension Program — Some Payments to this group are also
9,616 veterans will receive a card on a sliding scale, depending on
with a rose-colored stripe, and 7,income.
885 widows will receive a card
with a green stripe. For the first
Those veterans or dependents of
time, orphans receiving pension
veterans desiring further informapayments do not have to report
their income by card. Veterans tion or assistance should write,
must report their 1964 incomte, telephone or visit the VA Regional
their estimated 1965 income, the Office, 1405 West Broadway, Louincome of their spouse and chang- isville, Kentucky.

Postoffices Now
Parcel Mail By Zip Code
All major post offices have recently converted their parcel post
sorting and transportation facilities to the ZIP Code system, reports Postmaster Joe Treas.
This is important to people in
all areas of the country, sinde almost every parcel at one time on
its trip goes through these offices.
The use of ZIP Codes can save
24 hours or more in thle delivery
of most parcel post.
"ZIP Codes on parcels means a
far leas chance of damage because
of more direct routing and fewer
handlings, but the success of the
program hinges on public use of
the ZIP Code numbers in addressing packages," he said.
Postmaster Trues suggested that
even if people do not know the
ZIP Code of the address to which
their mail is going, they should
use the code on return addresses.
(Fulton's ZIP Code being 42041).
When cards and packages arrive,
the five digit return address codes

should be added to Christmas lists
for use in the future.
ZIP Coded mail from a smaller
post office will generally be sent
to the nearest main post office or
"sectional center". From there, it
is sent directly to the sectional
center nearest the final destination. In most instances, this eliminates at least one further separation of mail.
By way of illustration, Postmaster Treas pointed out that a
parcel mailed from Fulton to
Alexandria, Virginia without ZIP
Code must be halted enroute at
Cincinnati for further sorting.
From there it is sent to the Washington, D. C. sectional center and
then forwarded to Alexandria.
If the package is ZIP Coded, it
will by-pass Cincinnati and move
directly to Alexandria through the
Washington sectional center. This
usually saves at least 24 hours.
Shop Now—Mail Early
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serve is the shooting field where TO PLAN A SHOOTING FIELD"
the birds are released shortly before the hunt. Most preserves from the Soil Conservation Service, Post Office Building, Hickhave such fields.
The publication tells farmers man, Kentucky.
how to plan these shooting fields
so that birds are released within NEVER KNOW WHAT
the field and have little chance to THETTX TAKE
escape to other areas. It explains
WICHITA Kan.—Police investihow to provide a pleasant landgating an office burglary found
scape and safe shooting without
that the only items missing were
Farmers who would like to too much effort.
trinkets taken from a cabinet
modify the conservation plan on
You can get a copy of "HOW labeled "giveaway items."
their farm so as to include a
shooting preserve enterprise as a
means of supplementing their income, can read about how to plan
a shooting field in the USDA Soil
Conservation Service's latest publication on the subject. Leaflet
532.
room
A shooting preserve provides
* FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
sportsmen
the opportunity of
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
hunting pen-raised farm birds. In
' FARM LOANS
a good shooting preserve a hunter
OFFICE PHONE 5
log MAIN STREET
can take th!e number of birds he
FULTON, KENTUCKY
wants in about 2 hours. One es-

Soil Service
Provides For
Ganie Preserve

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

sential feature of a shooting pre-

PHOTO SWEEPSTAKES
EACH WEEK

THIS PAGE
Appears Each Week!
Y0UH PHOTO
might be nsed next time!

A

$10.00
Gifl Certificate

This is not a contest, Nor is It
necessary to make a purchase to
be a winner.
If you are the person whose picture is circled on this page—come
by the office of the Fulton News
and receive your $10.00 GIFT
CERTIFICATE worth $10.00 at
any of the stores participating in
the PHOTO SWEEPSTAKES.

Will Be Presented To
The
Photo Sweepstakes
Winner
Whose picture is circled

- SHOP AT THESE
PHOTO SWEEKSTAKES
Stores For Special Buyi!

In the above photo
Sweepstakes

Special

formothers
who care

Sweepstakes

Special

E. W. James Super Markets
UNION CITY and HICKMAN
Offer the Largest Array of Grocery Specials of
Any Super Market, Anywhere

Selected

Shop There Today And You'll Agree!

Dairy

Products

Sweepstakes

Special

EXPERT REPAIR WORK
On all makei and models of cars and trailers. FREE
estimates on all Jobs.

MELROSE THAILEB & BODY SHOP
South Fulion

Sweepstakes

Special

TREATED SEED WHEAT
Certified Monon
Certified Knox 62
Uncertified Monon
Uncertified Vermillion

We Buy Wrecked Cars

Broadway S t

Sweepstakes

Phone 1510

Special

SOUTHERN STATES FULTON CO-OP
Central Avenue

Siveepstakes

Phone 399

Special

WADE TELEVISION SERVICE
e^uunUf

ED by L o r r a i n e

IN LOVELY NYLON TRICOT. Feel daring? Start wearing "Cardinal Red"! Bright as neon.
BUT so delicately done. Naturally! That's always true of Lorraine. Plus this: You're happy
with the styles, fabrics, sewmanship—even the prices! See "Cardinal R e d " — f o r yourself, for gifts. (Other colors, tool)
Also available In matching briefs. Petti Pints, petticoats, slip*, peignoirs.

fij!. WedJiA 'Scru

SHOP AND SAVE AT THE
DISCOUNT FURNITURE MART
Martin, Tenn.

Highway 51, North

Phone 450

The home of

CURTIS MATHIS TELEVISION
—Lowest prices in this area on color and blackand-white television!
21-inch COLOR TV as low as

$ 2 9 9 . 9 5 wUh
trade
•MM

!

leave fa* other classes Just left,
are ware no hot rods or horse
play . . . just work. The others
who did not have classes did not
ask to leave but stayed until all
was completed.
I think everyone should know
of the outstanding training that
has been given the Agriculture
Department students by Mr. Howton and his meet able associates.
They are the best in the business
. if you have doubt, just stop
by some day and walk into one at

JIM P«YOt

Page6The Fulton News, Thursday, Dec. 17, 1964
their classes, you will be glad to
ADVICE MOT TAKEN
see what is going on. I am sure
"But, Chief, you want your son
too that you will be proud-of the
young men to which our future to make a name for himsttf. How
will be awarded someday.
can anyone get famous with a
I will welcome and look for- stupid name like Sitting Bull?"
ward to serving the Agriculture
Waterloo actually is
Department of Murray State College in the, future. Their most cap- ihe war A i<ossible place we could
able staff and high quality stu- pick for a battle."
dents are a genuine credit to our
modem agribusiness.
—rfo-rgaretRoss

TWO DATS A T MtTKKAT STATE

Auctioneers Chant Starts Burley Sales
OPENING DAY of Kentucky burley tobacco sales is a hectic occasion at warehouses across the state. Here, at Lexington, State Agriculture Commissioner
Wendell P. Butler (second from right in light hat) examines the tobacco with
Julian Walden, extensive land owner in Woodford and Scott counties. Third
from the front at left is Herbert Baker, auctioneer, from Whitman, Georgia.
Others in the picture are buyers and growers. Higher prices on opening day
were reported on this floor.

Union City's Manager Says Cutting
State Taxes Now Would Be Mistake
Taxes are unpopular and sentiment to reduce or repeal taxes always exists, but David Frizzell,
city manager of Union City, says
that cutting state taxes at present
would be a mistake.
Mr. Frizzell was speaking as a
member of the Intergovernmental
Committee for Improvement of
Local Government, a committee
fhade up of members of the Tennessee Municipal League and the
Tennessee County Services Assn.
Mr. Frizzell is a director of the
Tennessee Municipal League.

Two WSCS Circles
Meei For Program
Circles One and Three of the
WSCS of the First Methodist
Church met in the church dining
room on December 7 for a potluck
luncheon.

A few weeks ago I had the
pleasure of working with
dairy classes at Murray State College on management of the herd.
The management phase we stressed was the clipping of dairy cows
for cleaner milk, and we also included the dehorning of baby
calves. W e worked together for
two days, one day in the classroom and t l * other one at the
Murray State College Farm on
demonstrations. These practices
are just a f e w improvements to
assist the dairyman through the
problems that confront him each
day.

. y t .
- e * ^
r ^ r

THa reason I am writing this
article is not to try to sell anyone
on these two practices, but to inform you of the students in these
two dairy classes.
Mr. E. B. Howton, Head of the
Agriculture Department at Murray State College, agreed to my
working with these classes and I
would like to say without rese
vation, the students in thlese two
groups are the finest fellows I
have ever known I believe the
one thing that impressed me most
was when I started my discussion
in the classroom: there was not a
sound in the room' During this
period, I had no trouble in keeping their attention and when one
of them wanted to ask a question,
guess what?? They raised their
hand. You know. I have been told,
this was "OLD H A T ' in schools
today, but whether the hat old or
new, it goes on at Murray State
College in the Agriculture Department. Both classes were truly
a joy to work with in the classroom.

T h i s Beau+yfest1
mattress
ma
h^ktoltf*
eveiry" inortnh£.

" N o longer Vi awake all nigh£
and Vi asleep all day"
One of millions of people who are blessed with Beautyrest steep
every night recently wrote us: " I used to toss and squirm and
get second-rate sleep on a Second-Rate mattress every night.
This left me about half-conscious all day."
"Then I bought a new Beautyrest, and my life Is an entirety
new experience. I sleep like a baby all night, and live like a man
ALL DAY. I st^rt BRAND NEW every morning. (And the Brand
is Beautyrest.)"
•
The secret is Beautyrest's completely INDEPENDENT
springs, each in its separate fabric housing, unattached to any
others. These springs do not sag in groups, pulled down by
each other. Your body gets the kind of support it needs wherg
it needs it, every inch molded to yourformjand weighL/
Try a Beautyrest at our store today.

Now, back on the farm the following Monday when we usually
separate the men from the boys in
demonstration work, an unusual
thing happened, there were no boys
A recent address by Mr Friz. . . only MEN. !n the afternoon
zell in Memphis was an outline of
session, we hac the advanced
Tennessee's road needs and an
dairy class and yfclized more time]
explanation of the committee's
in the
demonstrations. Every
conviction that cutting state taxes
Mrs. L. P. Carney, program MAN took part m the demonwould be harmful to the road prochairman for Circle Three, read strations. When the regular period
gram.
and commented on the Christmas was over, the ones who had to
Story. Thirty five members and
"Tennessee has an urgent need
one visitor. Mrs. Jess Walker,
David
Frizzell
for increased road funds and fully
president of the WSCS, were
meeting these needs would absorb plained, "we are able to explain
present.
much of the surplus," Mr. Frizzell to the legislators, and to other instated. He was speaking of the terested persons, just w hat our
present surplus in the state trea- program is and why we are ad- JUNIOR MISS—
sury.
vocating its approval by the Leg(Continned from Pace One)
At Twnton Mr. Fr:r_reJl said islature."
Mrs. Newton Ruddle of Fulton.
that the repeal or reduction of
The
American Junior Miss
The overall objectives of the
the present 3 per cent state sal°s
tax would be a "grave mistake" program being advocated by the Pageant is held in Mobile. Alabama
where,
since the start in
The state, he added, would have committee. Mr. Fizzell said, are
to make up the loss in revenues to increase governmental service 1958. the typical "bathing suit"
in some other way. perhaps "with and efficiency, promote accelerat- competition was omitted as haved economic growth, improve the ing no place in the selection of the
a new tax."
quality of public education and young lady truly representative of
The special committee is holdadvance the welfare of all Ten- her classmates in every American
JUST TO SEE OUR
ing a series of rreetings from one
community. Special emphasis is
nessee citizens.
end of the state to the other, Mr.
placed, instead, on these importCOMPLETE YOUR
Frizze'.l said, to explain the com- ant qualities - character, scholarrr.ittee's stand on state taxes. City
ship. ambition, leadership,
re3 HAVE LIE-TEST RULES
and county officials are invited to
ligious interest, and lady-like
the meetings, along with legislaChicago — Only three states — poise and demeanor.
tors who will represent the var- Illinois. Kentucky, and New Mexious areas in the Legislature in ico—have set standards for per1965.
Merry Christmas Shopping
sons who wish to administer lieVisit Local Stores First
In this way," Mr. Frizzell ex- detector tests.
Following the luncheon, Mrs
J. O. Lewis, program chairman for
Circle One, led in singing Christmas carols, with Mrs. Kelly Wood
at the piano. Mrs. Lewis also gave
a short sketch of the song-writers
and the circumstances under which
each song was written.

ERYONE
COLLECTION IS TO
GIFT SHOPPING

A. HUDDLESTON CO.
— FOR CHRISTMAS - Fosioria Glass
Colored Glass
Libby Glass
Heinrich China
Royal Doulion China
Caslleion China
Ironsione China
English China
Norilake China
Wood

Crofiery, Beauliful

-COME

Wood

SEE U S -

Graham Furniture Co.
"FOUR FLOORS OF
303 WALNUT ST.

FINE FURNITURE"
PHONE 185

10, 1964
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Christmas Cards Should
Be Mailed By Dec. 16th
Po«t Blaster Joe Treas states
that out-of-town Christmas cards
should be put in the mail not later than Wednesday, December 18,
in order to insure cm time delivery.
The Fulton post office will be
open f r o m 8 a . m . to 5 p . m. on
December 16, so that patrons may
purchase stamps and mail cards
and packages
It was noted that there is more
to the new Christmas stamps than

WE RENT
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103

Fulton, Ky.

Dewey Johnson
AD ttp~ t mum »
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

*7.

Just a pretty design. Mr. Treai
said, "Each of the gaily colored
holiday Messengers can trigger a
vast amount of postal service for
you. The five-cent postage provides first-class mall privileges
for Christmas cards. This means
they may be forwarded or returned if undeliverable and they
receive the normal first-class priority in handling and delivery."
"Of course, the stamps will be
good for all mailing purposes for
which postage stamps are used,"
he added.
The biggest mail explosion in
history is being experienced by
the Post Office Department this
year and the cooperation of eve:
one is needed to make sure that
holiday mail is all delivered before Christmas. If during the last
few days before Christmas, It is
necessary to mail something overlooked earlier, it is suggested that
it be sent air mail or special delivery to guarantee pre-Christmas
delivery.

HELP WANTED, MALE DEALER WANTED: 300 farm-home
necessities — medicines, vitamins,
spices, foods, DDT, etc. For particulars, write Rawleigh Dept.
KY. L 1071 142, Free port. 111

FOR SALE: 1957 Oldsmobile.
Four-door, hard top, power steering and brakes. Automatic Transmission. $350. Phone 2043.
NOW OPEN - By-Pass Cafe.
Twenty-four hour service. A meal
you'll enjoy. Located at intersection of 45 and 51 on by-pass.
FOR RENT: ^ .GOT sanding machine and electric Hoar polisher
and electric vacuv-i cleaner. Exchange Furniture Co.

Gahna Cowhide...gleam studded
The Continental French Punt
Roomy, letther-lioed coin pone.
Remo»mbIe photo-cud cue. PickA-Bill feature. Charga-Plate
pocket. Fashion colon

March t complete enaemble. Bjt
Glass Case, Key Gard, Cigarette ,
Cast, Cigarette Lighter.
<
From $ 2 . 9 0 ]

i|

HUNTS

several good

TOMATOES
ICE MILK
SALMON

KING

STORE

On The Property Known A* The
_____

Herman Roberts Farm
Located On Highway 94

FRED B. WARD
Route 4, Fulton

lb. 89c

. . lb. 79c CHUCK ROAST
Swift's Premium

. . . . lb. 39cSHOULDER ROAST lb. 59c
SWIFTS CANNED

MILD CHEDDAR

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

3 lb. can $1.59

. . . lb. 49c BACON tray pack lb. 49c
BONELESS

Swift's Premium

SIRLOIN TIP

Swift's Premium

PINK SALMON 3 for $1.00 TURKEYS 18 Ib. up lb. 29c RUMP ROAST
FROZEN

COFFEE

3 lb. bag $1.89 FISH STICKS 5 lb. box 99c ROAST

CATSUP

14 oz. Bol.

CASHMERE—BOUQUET

. . 5 for $1.00 SOAP.

GRADE"A"LARGE

. . 10 for $1.

doz. 39c COFFEE

CHERRIES
CANDY

. . . .

OLD FASHION

CHOC DROP

HUNT'S

lb. 59c
Ib. 49c

LEGS

lb. 49c

WINGS

Ib. 29c

BACKS & NECKS
FRESH

LIVER

lb. 79c Gizzards

DELMONTE SPICE

McCORMICKS

2 lb. box 89c ANTI FREEZE

10 lb. bag 89c PEACHES
CELO

BRIGHT STAR

2 lb. bag 59c FLOUR 251b. bag
300 CANS

MANDALAY CRUSH

PAPER SHELL

PECANS
$1.69
ENGLISH

HUNT'S FRUIT

2 1-2 CANS

OCEAN SPRAY

BABY FOOD

CELO

4 for $1.00 CRANBERRY Sauce 4 for $1. PECANS
DAIRY BRAND

COCKTAIL 5 lb. cans $1.00 BUTTER

GERBERS

16 oz. CANS

4 oz. JARS

RICHTEV

VACUUM

. . . lb. 69c PECANS
STARKIST

lb. 39c

Gal. $1.39
3 Jars $1.00

lb. 39cVANILLA EXTRACT 39c MIXED NUTS

PEARS in syrup 4 for $1.00 PINEAPPLE 5 lb. cans $1.00 WALNUTS

HUNT'S

__ lb. 10c
KRESH

HENDERSONS

With $5.00 Purchase

lb. 89c

CHICKEN BREAST
THIGHS

PENN CHAMP

10 oz. box 59c SUGAR
100% FILLED

lb. 79c

lb. 89c

. . . .

KRAFTS VELVEETA

. . 69c CHEESE

SILVER DUST

XMAS

Big Bath Bars

MAXWELL HOUSE BAG

EGGS

lb. 49c

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

MEATY BEEF

GRADE 'A' TOM

PEACHES

NOTICE

ROUND or SIRLOIN

SWIFTS PREMIUM

SHORT RIBS OF

l i b . can 49c CHEESE

BIRD

CHOC COVERED

Furniture Co.

LUCKY WINNER

CAKE MIXES 3 boxes $1.00 SOUP BONE . . Ib. 19cPICNICS

FANCY PINK

COAL

r

SWIFTS PREMIUM

3 for $1.00 BEEF

GIANT SIZE

for sale.

1-2 GALS.

Mrs. Georgia Hill
Green St.

lb. 99c STEAK

8 for $1.00 RIB STEAK

PILLSBURY

USED

STOVES

16 ox. CANS

SWIFTS

HUNTS FANCY

We have

SWIFTS PROTEN

STEAK

CHRISTMAS special! We hang
ail door mirrors and mantel mirrors free of charge within the
Fulton and South Fulton corporate limits. Call your orders in
early! Fulton Paint and Glass
Company, phone 909.

No Hunting or Trespassing
Day or Nighl
M

HAMS

PLYMOUTH

EXCHANGE
MATCHED ACCBSSOVB

JEWELRY

T - BONE

TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair an>" move. Get our
prices. We service all ma'.res TV.
Phone 307. Rcper Television.

Oei t m i a g « n '
for TO.i I
Ow. PJUNCBSS G A t b S U

ANDREWS

Prices In Ad Good Jackpot
Thru Dec. 12th
Every Week

CLASSIFIED ADS

CASH—We pay cash f o r White
Oak Standing Timber, Logs, Custom Stave and Heading Bolts.
Contact our mills for prices and
specifications: Princeton, Indiana,
385-2635; Marion, Kentucky, 9653461; Wingo, Kentucky, 376-2359.

Persian Princess

OPEN MITEL Y TILL 9: P. M.
SUNDAY 9 - 7: P. M.

lb. 59c

. . .

lb. 55c

lb. bag 49c
halves

lb. $1.19

3 3 oz. cans $1.

6 for 59c SHORTENING 3 lb. can 63s TUNA FISH 3 7 oz. cans $1.

SUNSET GOLD

DRINK

ONLY

EGG NOG

1-2 Gal. 69c

FLORIDA PASCAL

CELERY

PURE CORN OIL

Stalk 10c

We Have A Complete Assortment of
Beautiful CHRISTMAS TREES

FLORIDA

MARGARINE 31b. $1.00 TANGERINES 3 doz $1.00 U. S. No. 1 White
POTATOES 10 lb bag 39c
RED DELICIOUS
FLORIDA MESH BAG
With $5.00 Purchase
APPLES
12 for 49c ORANGES
5 lb. 59c
We Cash Payroll Checks

—

Acres of FREE Parking

—

We Sell Money Orders

J
i
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Mrs. John Sherman Cooper Writes Interestingly Of Berlin
T
at Templehof Airport
in the center ot W a t Berlin our
plane made a vertical descent
through the heavy log, sliding
perilously close to the graveyard
—which always makes my heart
turn over. The American Ambassador, George C. McGhee, General
John F. Franklin, J r , the U. S.
Commander in Berlin, and members of the U. S. Diplomatic and
Military Mission had come to
meet the officials and scholars
from the United States who are
attending the Fourth GermanAmerican Conference.
The Congressional delegation
consists of Senators Dominick,
Bayh and Cooper and Congressmen Boggs, Brademas, Frehlinghuysen, and Reuss. The delegation
includes many well-known educators such as Dr. Harry Gideonse
jf Brooklyn College and Dr. Kissinger, Harvard's nuclear expert
Its Chairman is John J. McCloy,
former U. S. High Commissioner
for Germany, who was also Head
>t the World Bank and who has
iust been serving with my husband
in the Warren Commission.

The delegates went Immediately
to the opening meeting, which
was addressed by the German
Foreign Minister, Gerhard Schroeder, who appealed for continued
U. S. engagement in Eurojfe That
night the Foreign Minister was
host at a large dinner which included many members of the German Congress. This meeting is
particularly important this year
as there have been so many
changes in government in Europe.
The Germans have changed their
leadership, as have the English
and the Russians; and although or
perhaps because this continent is
so materially prosperous, there is
much political dissention—between
France and th!e U. S., between
France and Germany, between
France and Britain. It seems to be
a period of realignment when all
the countries are jockeying for
position.
It is difficult for us at home
to understand why these European
countries are always fussing, but
when we think how often we
speak of the Civil War—which
lasted only four years one hun-

dred years ago—and then remember that since that time the French
and the Germans have fought and
endured the humiliation of occupation by each other's army three
times, yet need each other desperately in their political and economic life, it begins to become
understandable. I Imagine we
would have the same mixed feelings of old emotions and new
economic and political necessity if
Kentucky had fought and had
been occupied by Ohio or Tennessee.
While John met with Mayor
Willy Brandt yesterday, Mrs.
Frederick Ha up EH, wife of our
USIS Officer and from Louisville,
took me back to the Wall—which
looked even more forbidding than
when I saw it two y W s ago. We
discussed how climate had a great
influence on national character.
You never hear of haunted houses
in the south of Europe, but in the
sunless northern European countries repressed emotion runs so
strong that the very walls of the
old houses are thought to be populated by ghosts. The Hatfields and

C. (DOC) ADAMS

Fulton Countians Named
To State-Wide Committee
Liquors

an

For Fine

US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fallot

sr
7Xe C&UdttHS'A SktrtA

MORE!
PW'ih

WeeA, SoMuJi

famous brand
names! 1 1

onvenient services!4

-GHISHJMH

iipro fi
tiiiiiiiil H • "2.

MENS WEAR
JSAOT STMOB^j,.:,.,
'
: .„ l i K a k a i i ^ -

Mrs. Connie Quinn, director of
the division of Clean-up and
Beautification in the Kentucky
Department of Natural Resources,
has announced the appointment of
a state-wide committee composed
of representatives in all of Kentucky's 120 counties.
Fulton Countians named are:
Mrs. R. Ward Bushart, Mrs. Robert B. Rudolph, Mrs. Harry Barry,
of Fulton; Mrs. Don Henry, Mrs.
Fred Stokes, Sr., both of Hickman.
Appointments were made Jointly by Governor Edward T. Breathitt, Commissioner of Natural Resources J. O. Matlick, and Mrs.
Quinn.
"This committee is made up of
dedicated people from every county in the state who are working to

Persons Known
As Shoplifters
Now Identified

TAKE YOUR PICK!

HOUT TIME!

$2.85
$1.45
PINT | Vi PINT
$45.75 Case of Fifths

GLENMORE
SILVER LABEL

4 Y E A R OLD 6 Y E A R OLD
STRAIGHT
BOND
100 PROOF

Plans are under way to hold a
state-wide meeting some time in
the early spring to prepare Kentucky's 1965 clean-up and beautification program
An estimated
1,000 people are expected to attend.
Kentucky's clean-up and beautification program was established
in 1960 by Governor Bert Combs,
and since that time has received a
number of national awards. Ken
tucky was the first state to deceive the National Keep America
Beautiful award.

After the Conference was over
John and I took the night train to
Munich. Ambassador McGhee put
us up in his guest house in great
style. The American Counsul General gave a reception for us which
included all the friends John had
made during the postwar year he
spent in Munich reorganizing the
Bavarian Law Courts. This trip
was a sentimental journey for him
and was well rewarded—everyone
invited came from near and far
to greet John. It was very moving
to see how much the Bavarians
respect and admire our Senator.

DUCK'S DX

Shop Now—Mall Early

PRESENTING

- Awnings
- Carports
- Patio covers
- Sidewalk Covers
- Special Designs

We leave for Paris and the
NATO Parliamentary Conference
tomorrow.

—
—
—
—

CEMETERY ON PLANT SITE
WATERFORD, N. .—The Genleral
Electric Co. maintains a cemetery on its plant site in this village near Troy.
The plot is not f o r GE workers, however. It was there when
tHe company acquired the site,
and most of the deed lived in the
Revolutionary War period. There
are abcut 40 stone markers.

Combination storm windows
Combination doors
Flexalum aluminum aiding
Venetian blinds
FREE estimates; no obllgattoni

Ten Ar Ky Ho Industries
Union City, Tenn.

90 PROOF

m t u o m NTTiit it auani Mnuitu n m i . uawwii

Phone 885-0721

- • - From Your
MERHY CHRISTMAS
FURNITURE STORE"
Lay-A-Way!

"This is df tremendous help to
the retailer," said Ivan J e t t executive vice president of the Kentucky Retail
Federation, Inc.
"Shoplifting losses amount to approximately $20 million each year
to Kentucky merchants."
The circulars will give merchants the opportunity to become
familiar with the faces of known
shoplifters.

It's about time: To begin Christmas planning.

GOLD LABEL

"Every effort must be put forth
to rid our state of litter and to
improve its appearance in every
way. This is one of the first steps
necessary in our industrial ex
pansion program and our tourist
promotion program."

Jua Natter's Place

Photographs of known thieves
who specialize in shoplifting, have
been compiled by the State Police
Bureau of Identification, and are
being circulated quarterly to over
2,000 retailers, 120 county sheriffs,
and 270 police departments in the
state.

"The wide circulation of these
photographs should serve two purposes," said Colonel James E.
Bassett, director of the Kentucky
state Police. "They will aid in the
apprehension of shoplifters and act
as a deterrent to others."

I

clean-up and beautify their local
areas as well as the entire Commonwealth," Mrs. Quinn said.

Sound Argument: One in which
both guys try to out-shout the
other.
Leonard T. Kernen, who has
—A1 Spang
been active in the program of
bringing new industry to Kentucky, has been appointed associate commissiorier ot the State
DUCTS 24 HOUR
Department of Commerce, effective January 1.
WRECKER SERVICE
Kernen, 38, who served as
deputy commissioner since July,
Phone 126 or 1678
1962, succeeds James H. Nutter,
Jr., as second in command of the
department and its eight divisions.
Nutter resigned recently to become executive director of the
106 W. Stale Lis*
Georgia Department of Industry
and Trade.
Phone 126

The faces of shoplifters are b e coming better known as a result
of a program put Into effect recently through the cooperation of
State Police, local police forces,
and Kentucky retailers.

Came uc atvai

- *

the McCoys and their feuds loom wig Erhard is now the head of the
large in Kentucky, but these German Government
countries have been harboring
national reMDbnents for centuries.
Our delegation flew from Berlin
Ambassador and Mrs. McGhee to Bonn late Sunday afternoon. It
gave a dinner for all of us last was a horrid flight over East
night at Wannsee. I saw Willy Germany, bumpy and scary. When
Brandt again, and met Counted we finally arrived w e were tired
Doenhoff, a fascinating woman and shaken, and were taken diwho is the Walter Lippmann of rectly from the airport to a dinner
Germany, and many other m e m - which Baron Oppenheim, a leadbers of their Congress. Now I am ing banker, was giving for us. The
off to a tee given by the U. S. delicious hot buffet in his beautiCommander's wife, whose family ful house was very welcome.
originated In Mayfield, Kentucky.
The next day our husbands had
Tomorrow we go to Bonn, the capital of West Germany, wfatare the a talk with Adenauer and then
delegation meets with Chancellor lunched and had more talks with
Chancellor Erhard in the SchaumErhard.
burg Palace, the official residence
When Captain John Sherman of the German Chief of State.
Cooper reorganized the Bavarian
Law Courts after the War, his
Frau Erhard invited our A m Commanding Officer asked him to bassador's wife, Nancy Dominick,
interview various people who had Bee Frelinghuysen and irie to
not been Involved with the Nazi lunch at the Palace, with the
movement He recommended two wives of the German Foreign
men to our high command, and Minister and Chief of Protocol.
has a good batting average. For Frau Erhard speaks no English so
one was Dr. Hoegner, who later conversation was limited to our
became Governor President of elementary German, but w e had a
Bavaria. And the other, Dr. Lud- very gay time seated at a round
table covered by the white table
cloth and decorated with pink
moss roses, saying "Wie gut"
about everything we ate.

DAFF X N f l l O N

Leoiard Kernan Fills

'Complete line of Hallmark cards, tallies and
playing cards
•Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
•Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
•Picture frames
•Permanent flower arrangements
•Fresh-cut flower arrangements
•Corsages and pillow
corsages
•Wedding flowers a specialty
•Artistic funeral arrangements

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20
Carr at Commercial

Come to EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
for unusual styling, "different" furniture gifts thai
you won't find elsewhere. Low prices, too, and
budget terms . . . and remember, a gift for the
home is one that will keep on "giving" after
Christmas Is gone.

Exchange Furniture Co,
207

COMMERCIAL

AVE.

—

PHONE

35

Now!
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CITY SCHOOLS—

r a c e One)
Parkway. Th»y also missed appearing before the
television
cameras to teLl an interested
Kentucky audience some of the
hard work they encountered in
achieving their honor.
l % e road to having the elementary schools accredited was paved
firmly when local property-owners passed a tax referendum on
January 26, 1980, permitting the
school district to increase the tax
rates from $1.50 to $2.00 per hu
dred dollars of assessment The
increase brings in about $17,000 to
$18,000 per year. Of this amount
about $63,000 has been spent In
four years on the program to improve the scholastic requirements
of the school. Here's how:
1-An expansive array of instructional audio-visual instructional equipment was purchased,
not only with local tax money,
but with grants from the National
Defense Education Act;
2-The purchase of up-to-date
science laboratory equipment, both
in the high school and the elementary school;
3-The up-grading of teacher
educational requirements; (The
SACS
permits an
accredited
school to have two faculty members without a college degree,
the Fulton City School system has
only one.)
4-Implementation and expansion of library service available
to elementary school students;
(All three elementary schools,
Terry-Norman, Milton and Carr,
have access to a qualified librarian
one day a week and to the central library at all times.)
5-The addition of a guidance
counselor and supervisor of instruction;
6-The supervision by a fulltime principal in a school with
more than eight teachers;
7-The addition of instruction In
modern languages and expanding
the courses
in
mathiematics,
science and history.
Last year a team of specialists
visited the local school system to
examine the expanded program,
with a view toward membership
in the SACS. They liked what
they found.
—They found that members of
the faculty, lacking the necessary
educational
background,
took
summer courses at nearby and far
away colleges. Some of them took
advantage of extension courses
offered.
—They found that, while the
SACS requirement is the expenditui% of $3.00 per student for visual aids, the local system was
spending $4.00 per pupil. The
State requirement is $2.25.
—They found that the State
Board of Health consistently commends the local system for its immaculate housekeeping and found,
oddly enough, that the students
themselves take great pride in the
appearance of their school facilities.
—They found that for the past
seven consecutive years, Fulton
has lead the State in the highest
percentage of daily attendance.
—They found that Fulton City
Schools are tied with McCracken
County for the lowest school
drop-out rate in Kentucky. (Only
1.4 per cent of the pupils who
reach the seventh grade fail to
continue school.)
—They found that in the 196263 school year Fulton lead the
State with the highest percentage
(87.5) of graduates who entered
college; that over a fifteen-year
period the local school has lead
all public schools in the South for
the same distinction (78.6).
When asked what tWe new elementary
school
accreditation
means, Mr. Holland said, "IH
tell you what it means. It means
that our graduates get priority
upon entering college. Students

from accredited schools have a
better advantage.
"Job opportunities are better
and, of course, with the added advantage of an accredited elementary school, their early educational background is sound and
secure."
And how did the teachers take
the accelerated program? " W e
could not have gotten accredited
without their whole-hearted cooperation and support The esprit
de corps is higher than any percentage
distinction
we
have
achieved . . . and that's mighty
high," Mr. Holland said. ,
While many local citizens and
school patrons have commend
the local officials, others have
joined them. Here are some of
them:
December 5, 1964
Dear Lawrence:
Just read the Fulton paper and
want to congratulate you and the
other members of your staff on
your Elementary School being admitted to the Southern Associa
tion, also on your high school's
many accomplishments.
Friend,
T y Holland
Frankfort, Kentucky
December 4, 1964
Dear Lawrence:
May I congratulate you upon the
Fulton Elementary School's becoming accredited by the Southern
Association. The citizens of Ful
ton have always been interested
in providing the best education
possible for the children and
youth of their community, and
they are to be commended f o r thin
advance in education.
May I commend you personally
for the splendid leadership you
have rendered the school system
of Fulton over the past "100
years."
If time ever permits, I would
like to come by and see you and
demonstrate how to shoot ducks
or how to catch fish - but it ap
pears that I have grown too old
for such activity or have filled my
schedule too completely to be
concerned by such trivia.
Your friend,
Harry M. Sparks
Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Murray, Kentucky
December 4, 1964
Dear Mr. Holland:
Congratulations to you and
your splendid staff on becoming
the sixth Elementary School System in Kentucky to be accredited
by the Southern Association.
This is a credit to your leadership and the fine community support your schools have had. The
record of your schools will stand
with the best!
It is encouraging to know that
schools such as ours can be outstanding. even through we do not
have the five or ten thousand
students that some people think
you must have to do a good job.
Congratulations again,
Fred (Schultz)
Superintendent of
City Schools

Snsan Stokes Presents
Voice Recital Tonight
Susan Stokes of Fulton, a senior
at Florida Southern College, will
be presented in a voice recital
Thursday night (Dec. 10) in the
college chapel.
Public recitals are required of
all music majors at the college.
Miss Stokes, who Is majoring in
voice, sings in the college concert
Choir and is a member of Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority. A 1961
graduate of Fulton High School,
she is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Joltey, 104 Park Ave.

. .-ft* Gift

Shehjf^

HATS O R TO YMUC

BRAVERY—

A strikingly beautiful float entered by the local Young Men's
Business Club in the Union City
Christmas parade last Monday
won second place. The Fulton City
Band and floats sponsored by the
Ful ton-South Fulton Chamber of
Commerce
and Terry-Norman
P - T A were also entered.

(Continued From Pace One)
for help and gotten the motor on
the boat.
The boys reached Page and
Teuton approximately 20 minutes
after they capsized. It took both
boys to get one of the men at a
time in the boat as they were near
exhaustion when recovered.

Both men praised the youngsters for their calmness and quick
action which they stated was the
only way their lives were saved.
The possibility of shock was the
greatest danger due to the cold
water. However, both were in
agreement that they could not
have swam to shore due to their
heavy clothing and boots.
Observers have stated since the

incident that much credit for the
boys rescuing the pair must be
given to Gwinn Crawford, more
affectionately known as "Granddaddy" to a host of kids in Dresden, for his work and training of
the boys in the handling of a boat.
Mr. Crawford is known throughout the community for his unselfish time given to boys in their
scout work and recreational activ-

ities. He was at thte cabin when
the boys got the men back on
shore and took care of them.
Both Gwinn and Roy are Boy
Scouts, belonging to Troop 40 in
Dresden. Fred Rucker is their
Scoutmaster. Roy is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Grooms Herron and
Gwinn is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Joe Anderson.

Pork Loins
SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

CENTER CUT

PORK CHOPS
Rib

u, 5 9 *

Loin

u>. 6 9 *

First Cuts

u, 35

SUPBJ RIGHT LAMB SAL El
WHOLE OVEN-READY

LEG-O-LAMB
(would.rLb.39*) Lb. 6 9 c
• i . in

LAMB
CHOPS. u>.9YC Lb.89c Lb,.59c

Bananas
Oranges
Apples S i r i

Lb.

Calif.

GRADE A

for

_

LARGE

Snnnybrook Eggs

Cheese

No L i m i t
None Sold T o
Dealers

10c
69(
U)12
10 - 69c
2Doz 89c
( ) 2 % 49c

Golden
Ripe

Naval

i ^

I

Rib

LOin

Smoked Picnics 129
i
Fryers
AH
Var

Mel-O-BM
Slices

Quartered

o

\
I

M

W 2 9 c / . . . , „ . . Lb. 1

Pink Salmon
Glazed Donuts
Fruit Cakes
(
Apple Sauce
A&P Coffee ( )
ColdStream

Jans
Parker
IVi-lb. $1.49

3-Lb. . 4 2 . 9 3

Light

A&P

Vac.
Pack

>5
7

Libbys Pear Halves
3; = . 1.00
~ "
" ~
e-oi. "
Nestles Morsels lit*... ( £ )
24c
$]33 Nestles Morsels Sweet . U , )
44c
Excedrin "
Zfl
of 36 58c of 60 78c
Ban Cream Deodorant
o" 43c
Ban (Roll-On) Deodorant.... JS 88c

^

J

'

1-Lb.
Can

49c

Doz.

35c

Lb.
1-Lb.
Cans

2

Save
Sc .

r

^

Lb.
Can

$399
$100

$145

Clorox
Wisk Liquid
71c
23*
39*
Wisk Liquid
Del Monte
38c
Club Crackers
Rhz Crackers — r 35* fe E 2 E E :
63c
34«
Kleenex
2°"° 49*
M a v | L a V H timu
AJAX
AJAX
Fab
norinern *
wpka*- •
LAUNDRY
Cleanser
Detergent
DETERGENT
Shortening
(»)£69c
79
Rinso Blue ( )
£ 67c
S|3I
Coffee
85c 2 £ 4 9
Del Monte
v 19c Soap
4 43«
79c
2 3V Baggies r... .^29e
Flour
5:;58c Soap
35* 63< Action
78
Flour ( ' r : )5i : ; 61c Vel
c
Soaky
69
to. 93
c
Top Job
r 38c 68c Florient
59 Ajax
69c
Hi-Ho Crackers r.. r; 29c
Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Sot., Dec. 12
Folgers
) r $13'
Detergent.....

Detergent

Pineapple

Jules

^-Gsl.

1-at
14- Ox.
" Can

.Tube

BLEACH

Qt

STRIETMANN

1-Lb.

5 1 c

Box

Bathroom

Assfd O^-Roll

$ 1 0 0

3-Lb.

Cant

^M

IVi-Oz. Box

32
77

I-U>.

..

4-Oi. Box

5-lb.
3M-OZ.
Box —

3-Lb.

1V4-O1 Box

Reg

Bar®

Palmollve.

A

d

2

Oetergent

g0z'

Beth

Palmollve..

Liquid..

E

AN

ANDREWS
DIAMOND RING

Nothing could express your feelings more eloquently than a
beautiful Andrews Diamond for
Christmas! Each center stone is
set in a mounting of exquisite
beauty.
Choose an Andrews Diamond Ring
with complete confidence that
you're buying the best!

Andrews Jewelry Co.
—Commercial

A m u —

Bars

12-Ox.

I-Pt.

Can

S-Ol.

Uquld

II-Or

Beth..

Bot.

7-Ol.

Deodorant.

Bot.

Bleach

A

•

Floor A

^ A j Q X

Cleaner
Liquid

Cleaner

Btl

Wall

Bo*

(With

i-Pt.

Ammonia) s o t

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TtA COMPANY, INC.

Ballard or Pillsbury

Biscuits

6

49

STOHE HOURS--Monday thru Friday 8:am. to 6:00pm. Saturday 8:00 am. - 8;00 pm.

4

American Medical Association Starts
New Fight Against Medicare For Aged
Rule makers of the American
Medical Association stuck by their
firm opposition to medicare, cast
aside all thought of compromise,
and pledged a new fight.
They also named a new president-elect — a man who sees the
AMA medicare battle as a longterm one if it is not lost this year.
H e is Dr. James Z. Appel, 57, of
Lancaster, Pa.

people who can show they cannot
meet the costs.
Medicare proposals —Primarily
the King-Anderson bill — would
provide health care for all persons over 85 through Social Security. Doctors feel this would
mean federal intervention in medical practice.

41

similar program last year. TTie
earlier campaign cost over a million dollars.

On Jan. 8, also in Chicago, the
AMA has called a meeting of all
state representatives to assess the
current effectiveness of the KerrMills law and to spell out further
ways to make it universally used
Most observers — including across the United States.
AMA President Dr. Donovan F.
Four resolutions which would Ward — have taken note of inhave suggested compromising at- creasing congressional
strength
titudes on health care for the for medicare's passage this year.
aged were dealt with quickly.
The AMA began to gear up for
T w o of them were passed over the medicare fight,,— aware of
without action, one was strut* the Johnson administration inThe Home and Garden Departdown directly, one one was sub- tentions to press for passage ofi
ment of the Fulton Woman's Club
stituted, making it a pledge to the measure early in the congreswill meet tomorrow (Friday) In,
provide medical care for the needy sional session.
the club home. The timte of this
aged through existing legislation.
The AMA set up a hurriedly meeting has been changed to 1:30
In effect, the latter action mere- called Dec. 13 meeting at its headp. m.
ly reaffirmed the consistent AMA quarters in Chicago with repreinsistence that health care for the sentatives of its state societies to
Mrs. Earl Campbell will be the
elderly who cannot afford it can map out a public education pro- leader of the Christmas program,
be handled adequately through gram.
which will be "Holiday Enchantthe Kerr-Mills law.
The rulemakers also pledged ment", and will be assisted b y the
The law provides federal funds support for that program — us- members, each having been refor state-controlled programs that ing newspaper space atid televi- quested to bring an original ornapay for medical care for elderly sion time — along the lines of a ment for the tree. Other assignments have been made to the
Page 8
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Mrs. Campbell Leader
Of Garden Program

S u d d e n l y y b u b e

Little Girls

TAMMY DOLL
WITH STAND

BEAUTY SET
Reg. Price

The Ideal American Teen-Age
Doll] Her slim 12" teen-proportioned figure and pert face are
crowned with a smartly styled
hair-do of washable Saran. Her
outfit is a while trimmed blue
cotton playsuit with sneakers.
By IdeaL Reg. Price $2.98.

IRONING SET

$1.98

j

SI.SB

Complete set for the young

Tressy

homemaker.

HAIR DRYFH

Folding

ironing

board, pad. cover and U. L. ap-

Blows safe, cool air. Battery
operated. Has carrying case.
Reg. $4.98.

proved iron with handle.

$3.18

$1.94
BLUE DAISY

JUMBO WAGON

TEA SET

Built to last! 25"xl2 l - 2 " x t 1-2"
deep. Husky construction allsteel wagon with rolled wider
flage edge. Baked enamel finish, steel bearings and molded Urea. By Radio SteU. Reg.
price *4J>».

Setting for four. Lithographed metal with vinyl finish.
Cape, saucers, cake
plates,
batter plates and tray.

83c

Special $3.77

Sno-Cone Machine

Jr. Stewardess Kit

An ever popular favorite.
Makes n o - c o n e s , sno-ball soda
and sno-pop. Complete with
flavored syrups and candy
topping.

Shell lore this authentic
Stewardess n i g h t Kit. Contains
flight p a n e , cap, wings and
insignia.

77c

$3.33
JEWEL

TEXAS RANGER

TONE

Double Holster Set

Musical Instruments

Genuine leather holsters
while decorations and
contour adjustable belt.

Trumpet. Saxaphone, Clarinet. Song book

enclosed

with

$2.99

each Instrument.

Yonr Choice 83c

Imp* rait

In a-quandary about what to get for

An authentic scale model of
the lovely, graceful, real phone.
Provides countless hours of
fun and entertainment. In pink
and blue. Ringing mechanism
rings. By Handicraft. Reg. 98c

Christmas? We solve all your gift
problems fast, from our wide selection.

"•—>- *•'» » " « t"»« •"» » Si.
••SIMM «<ln Jfcwt «•••»» VI M

.„fkMt*mlk» I W M

: >~» » w « W«ti »*ti«n iM

m iwei i-M. 11 *T

Attractive, sturdy and practical . . : Bl»t'» «>u»Ur 8«r«T Irn.t

K M . m a d e TRAM, LOO ' ,
m a t c h colors and

( x e m w m M I I > • c o t t o n . M.I

Slips

Sweaters

3.99 and up

A walking doll with a personality all her
own. A real playtime paL Has life-like inverted neck, rooted swirl side part, sleeping eyes
and joined arms and legs. She wears a chic
party dress, panties, shoes and socks. Choose
from 3 assorted styles. By Eugene DolL

Skirts

5.99 to 8.99

Special $4.94

Dresses

from 5.98

2.99 and 3.99
Robes
2.99 to 5.99

THE MAGIC M

WALKING TODDLER

TABLE & CHAIR SET
DOLLS
A fashionable baby doll of
soft, life-like vinyl. With moveable arms and legs and rooted hair. Wears nylon dress
with lace and ribbon trim,
panties, shoes, socks and has
her own "magic-milk" baby
bottle. IS" tall. By JoUy.

Christmas

in these Gifts ftrjRcverij Home on Your list

Heirloom Redspreads
Rath Towels
Matching Hand Tow^l 69c

10.98 and 14.98
1.00
Wash Cloth 29c

„

$8.44

BALDRIDGE'S

K A S N O W ' S
LAKE

Here's a table with "Instant
appeal" to every child. Top ia
••tin smooth hard board with
•ilk screened figures, durable
enamel finish. Chairs have eontoured backs and seats. All legi
are brightly plated and tipped
with DO mar, white plastic caps.
By Blazon. Re*, price 111 J8.

Special $3.94

Colorful Selection of Cannon Sheets & Cases
Solid Colors - Stripes - Dots.

448 - 52

Special $1.94 ea.

n

'or all your ch.kirtn l rt*0»
Micnme « » » h Ac* (Sty. No .ron. Won't kt/etch, »hr.«Di, run

Sport Shirts 2.98 & 3.98
Ties
1.00 & 1.50
Slacks
6.98 to 8.98

2.99 & 3.99

PLUSH CUDDLE
ASSORTMENT
Easy to love pet shop buddies! Consisting
of
Panda.
Honey Bear, Cat and Dog. Approximately 14" tall, cotton
filled, novelty eyes, felt laahea
and tongne, pom-pom noae. By
My Toy.

Dress Shirts 2.98 to 3.98
Pajamas 2.98 and 3.98
Sweaters 7.98 to 14.95

PAJAMAS and GOWNS

V

I M t H.W

FAIRY QUEEN
PLAY PHONE

5 - 1 0 - 2 5 c

STREET
FULTON. KY.

S T O R E
LAKE STREET

WHEAT EXPORTS HIGH
OTTAWA — Canada exported
418
bushels of wheat and
flour between July, IMS, and
April, 1964. This is a larger volumn than in any previous' entire
fiscal year except 1928-29, when
Canada shipped 423 million bu-
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Local Ladies At Community Judging

Tronsparenl
Plastic

STORM
WINDOW

Exchange Fun. Go.
Phone 15
Judging for he First District of the 1964 Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce, Community Development Contest rot under way
recently at the Kentucky Dam Village Inn. Representing Fulton
were (standing, from left)* Mrs. R. Ward Buahart, of the Twin
Development Association and Mrs. J. C. Oil vie, Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce.

WESTERN AUTO

Judges for the First District Were: (seated, from left) Charles
Hayes, Manager of Operations, Western Kentucky Gas Company,
Owensboro, Ky.; Leonard Neff, Jr., South Kentucky Industrial
Development Assoeiatiaa^ Hopklnsvllle, Ky., and Dale L. Smith,
Assistant Director-Membership Relations, Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce. Also In attendance was J. M. Sanders, Assistant to
Vice-President of Southern Bell Telephone Company, and Cahfcman of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce's Community Development Committee (seated to left of Judges) and J. Foster
Jones, District Assistant Division Manager, Kentucky Utilities,
(standing, left).
The Judges selected three winners from the First District. The
communities were not identified because they will be contestants
in the statewide Judging to be held at Lexington in late December. Awards will be presented to winners In the contest at a
luncheon in the Phoenix Hotel, Lexington, January 18. James
Stlner, B. S. Chamber of Commerce, will be the featured speaker,

i" }• ' • ' -

A. C. Bulls & Sons
L State Line

Phone 202

7op Q u a l i t y

W I N D O W MATERIALS

FLEXOGLASS
GLASSONET
WYROGLASS
SCREEN-GLASS
FLEXOPANE I
Fullon Hdwe. & Furn. Co.
„

208 Lake St.

Phone 1

W E HAVE THE G E N U I N E
I T O P QUALITY

WINDOW

MVERULS

A HUDDLESTON CO.

Mrs. Paul Westpheling
Fulton, Kentucky

Our prayer for this young man is this:

Dear Jo:

Dear Mrs. Westpheling:

As one of your faithful readers
and consistent admirers, I feel
guilty about telling you so seldom
how often I like what you write
Let me seize upon "J<?s Notebook" for November 12 as an excuse to express special gatification at least once in what has
I will graduate from NU De- been too long a while.
cember 17 at which time I am going to Florida for a tittle rest in
Sincerely,
the sun. Then I shaU return home
Elvis J. Stahr
for Christmas. Hope to see you
then.
President
Please give my regards to your
(Ed's Note: Dr. Staihr had referhusband and children. Hope to ence to the column wherein our
meet them real soon.
communities were patted on the
back for their harmonious and
Respectfully,
sensible approach to integration.)
Rita Wilson

W E HAVE THE G E N U I N E
^ F C A ' A T O P QUALITY
NIMFTR>
WINDOW
WGZJR
MATERIALS
^
NOLO IN HIAT- HIP OUT C01D
M
(tail - 'or lwwi
•ii. Perch incKMrN
LEX-0-GLASS

LASS-ONET
WYROGLASS
EN-GLASS
FLEXO-PAHE
•

Builder's Supply, Inc.
501 Walnut

WONDROUS STATUE
STOOD IN OLYMPIA
OLMPIA, Greece — Olympia
once had another claim to fame
besides her Olympic Games. One
of the seven wonders of the anci
ent world, Phidia's colossal goldand-ivory statue of Zeus, stood in
a temple here. It was destroyed
by fire or war.
MODERN!
My wife is a modern Teddy
Roosevelt . . . she races through
all the department stores in town
yelling "Charge".
—Ensign from Ensenada

Phones 9«, 99

Visit Local Stores First

BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
Everything the farmer needs
207 E. Fourth

ADMIRAL or RCA COLOR TV
Enjoy The Biggest, Brightest Color
Pictures Ever!
And With Exclusive Triple Warranty
PAT AS LITTLE AS $5.60 A WEEK

WOOD & PRUITT TV \
Walnut Sirnl

Phone 211

Fulton, Ky.

Atkins, Reams and Taylor
Farm A Auto Insurance
Farmer's liability Coverage
FoHon

Office Phone 5

801 Main St,

Fulton.

Phone: 22

Fulton

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE

See us for all your insurance needs

A New Line of Fine Jarman Shoes for Me;
Budget Priced "Story Book" Shoes fo.
Children

2S1 Main Street

Phone 82

220 Lake S t

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Ful ten

434 Lake Street,

207 Main

Phone M0

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Fulton, Ky.

Phones 70 * 428

PURE MILK COMPANY

Fulton, Ky.

HICKMAN FULTON COUNTIEr
r

RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP
Live Better Electrically
Hickman, Ky

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Phone 447

Ladles Ready-to-Wear A Millinery

COLONEL C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker - Phone 81

CLARICE SHOP
Fulton.

Water Valley, Ky.

At the store or at your door
Phone SIS

200 Main St.

and New Holland Dealer

ELIZABETH'S

Fulton

89

Tour Allla Chalmers, Massey-Fergasea

255

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear

Fulten, Ky.

Water Valley Implement Co.

Jobbers of Shell Products

"Tour Prescription Drug Store"

Arcade Beauty 8c Barber Shop

WITH

atom window. Best of a l l . . .
only 80* at your local dealer.

This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial
Association and IsSponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions

"Everything for your sewing needs"
Clyde West, Mgr. Ruth Jaekson, Saleslady

SOMETHING SPECIAL

^ F T j ^
^
: H w l t m B :
W j N t i J f
" v v ^ B ^ B r
^ f o / l l rvjtf^"
.
„ ,„

©Coleman Adv. W.. P. O. Bos 20067, Oolloi 20.7 Tnoi

Fabric Shop 8c Singer Sewing
Center

CbsLvitntGA,

Mvtrythtnt for a complete

n » Chwth is M i oppointtd Ofanqr ki tfcis world for sprtoding Hit knowltdgt o( Hit tort
f « moll and of Hh demand (of man to rtspond to that Ion by loving his neijhbor. Without
Hta gfovndinf in the lavi it 6od, no joftramtnf or m*ty or wcr ol lift mil long
pentvtft and HM freedoms which wo hoM so dtor will ntyrtobly ptfish. Therefori, t i n
from a selfish point of vim, ont should support the Church for Iht sakt of Iht wtlfort
of himself and his latily- byond that, howtvtr, mry ptfson should uphold and parHcipatt in Hit Qiuah because it tt»s fht truth about mon s lift, dtafh and dtsfiny, H(t
tnrth which alono wUI sot him frM lo li»t as • child of God.
.
^

298 Main St.,

MAKE THIS

Thar* bl But don't wait until
yon 1 ihead snowahoeo to do tha
. Fix yourself soma low-coat
Job.]
storm windows NOWI Pick up
a few Warp'a EASY-ON Storm
Window Kits and tack 'am up
while tha tacUng'e still sasy.
Each EASY-ON Kit contains
dear plastic, molding ft nails.

May the Lord strengthen and stablish you. Then as Isaiah says in the 6th
verse of the 33rd Chapter, wisdom and knowledge shall be the stability of thy times,
and strength of salvation: the fear of the Lord is his treasure."

Just a note of thanks for sending me the papers with the marvelous articles about the Banana
Festival—and, of course, for your
encouragement. Perhaps I can return the favor someday.

Main Street

EASIER WAY

You do not know the name of this darling baby, and his name may be unknown
to us, but in his eyes dwell love and trust. His eyes are like doe-eyes. Yet the male
deer is a young buck, rather than a doe, and" he is known for his swift running and
his ability to jump to high places.

• i

Letters To Editor

MOID IN HIAT. (IIP OUT COLO

LEXO-GLASS
SS-ONET
WYROGLASS
GLASS
tv FIEXO-PAME

i

During the last war Kilroy was the name of the man who had been there.
John Doe, the encyclopedia tells us, is the name used in legal documents to describe
a person whose real name is unknown.

E. W. James 8c Son Super Markets

809 Walnut 8t.

Fulton, Ky,

Phone: 285
Hickman. Ky.

Union City,!

Pleasant View and Obion Count'
NORMAN BENNETT
Distributor of Gulf on Predaets

Page Street,

THE CITIZENS BANK
Make ear bank year bank

Memorial Garden*
With Irrevocable Traal
"That the Raaaty of Life May ftwrvtvW

Leonard Duke, Ollie Yates, Water
Valley; Mrs. Edna Alexander,
David Byrd, Crutchfield; Mrs.
Willis Atteberry, Mrs. Clara WI1
son. Route 1, Crutchfield.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patient* in
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, December 9:
HIIJ.VIKW HOSPITAL
Dennis French, Mrs. Ava Bone,
'ames Connell, Mrs. James Sims,
Ernestine Binford, Fulton; Mrs.
James LeGate, Mrs. Delbert Mul-ahy, South Fulton; Ernest Madling. Crutchfield; R. P. Bivens,
Wingo; Mr. and Mrs. James Elgin,
Hickman; John Harrison, Cayce;
Mrs. James Mangold, Mr. and
Mrs. James Choate, Mrs. Loyd
•^atliff. Union City; John Hobb,
Mrs. Elvana Bugg, Clinton; Mrs.
Robert Johnson, little Samantha
Johnson, Pilot Oak.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Clyde Burnette, A. T.
Batts, Mrs. Ernest Brady, Norman
Houston, Mrs. E. H. Knighton,
Anita Kilgo, Mrs W. L. Barber,
Vulton: Ferd Rhodes, Dukedom;
E. A. Pirtle, Water Valley.
FFLTON HOSPITAL
Wilburn Holloway, Vick Henderson, Mrs. J. W Elledge, Russell Patton. Mrs. Ben Golden, H.
L. Hardy, MLss Artie Robey, Mrs.
Leland Jewell, Guy Tucker, Ful•on; Mrs. Cantie Felts, Mrs. Wil'iam
Archer, Geneva Cavitt,
Laura Hawks, South Fulton; Mrs.
Tude Millay, Route 1. Fulton; S.
V Hagler, Route 3, Fulton; Tom
bounce, Route 2, Fulton; T. B.
Cummings. Mrs. Mitchell Powell,
Vlrs. Jim Brown, Dukedom; Mrs.
<?ob Choate. Wingo; Mrs. R. W
Harrison, Hickman; Mrs. Daphe
Mathis. Martin; Mrs Gene Owens,
Route 4, Dresden; Edwin House,
Clinton; Mrs. J. R Reese, Route
1, Clinton; Howard Wade, Mrs

Sports Final
E. Paul Westohellnc, III

DXATHS

The Fulton City Bulldogs kicked
off their 1964-65 basketball season by beating the Fulton County
Pilots 52-47. The gamle was very
close all the way, but neither team
could find its mark. With 1:22 left
Funeral services for Mrs. Nellie
in the game, Fulton City ripped
J. Johnson were held In the Astwo free throws to take the lead
sembly of God Church in Fulton
for keeps.
on December 4, with Bro. Eugene
Morgan officiating. Interment, in
The Bulldogs grabbed an 11-9
charge of Jackson Brothers, was lead in the first quarter. The
in Obion County Memorial Gard- Pilots went into the dressing room
ens.
with a 25-20 half-time lead. A
Mrs. Johnson, Water Valley, basket swapping third period gave
Route 2, was 66. She died in Obion the Bulldogs a 37-35 lead and the
County Hospital on December 2. game remained nip and tuck until
Surviving are four sons, L. H. Fulton gained the two decisive
Alford of Dukedom, R L. Alford points, made from charity lane.
of Union City, R. J. Johnson of De- David Mann of Fulton and Mike
troit, James Alford of Granite Sheekan of Fulton County lead
City, 111.; one daughter, Mrs. the scoring with 13 points each.
Ozella Hatfield ot Chicago, and a The finals: Fulton City 52, Fulton
sister, Mrs. Ella McCarver of County 47.
Dyersburg, Tenn.
In their second game of the
wieekend, Fulton City fell to the
Wingo Indians 56-44. During the
game Wingo led all the way. Fulton offense and defense couldn't
get started enough to overcome
the Indians.
At half-time Wingo led 27-16
Tomorrow, (Friday,) is Homewith Fulton unable to find its
coming at Riverview High School
mark. The Bulldogs came within
in Hickman.
6 points of the Indians, only to see
Special features will be the them pull away again.
crowning of the queen, "Miss
David Mann led the scoring for
Riverview of 1964;" a basket ball
game, Riverview vs Lincoln High the night with 22 points. Jim
Thorpe
led the Wingo attack with
•School at Paducah and the homecoming dance with music furnish- 17 points. The finals again: Fulton
ed by Grady Black's Combo, '"Hie City 44, the Wingo Indians 56.
Mints."
We'll be back next week with
All graduates and former stu- the finals of the Fulton-Carlisle
dents are urged to attend and the County and the Fulton-Benton
public is also invited.
games. See you then!

Mrs. Nellie Johnson

Friday Homecoming
Day At Riverview

Now Is The Time!

GIFT SUGGESTIONS
FULTON H A R D W A R E
And FURNITURE COMPANY
208

LAKE

ST.

PHONE

Dedicated "Country Doctor" Killed;
Dr. Biggs Practiced Half Century
A gentle and dedicated man,
whose association with medicine
spanned more than a century, died
instantly from injuries he received that were beyond the help of
the profession he loved and practiced. Dr. George Thomas Biggs,
orie of the fast vanishing breed of
"country doctors" was struck by
an automobile last week while he
was returning from a mission to
help a disabled veteran.
Dr Biggs, and his late father
Dr. Reuben Biggs, had tended to
the ills of residents in the Palmersville Community for more
than a century. Dr. Biggs, whose
tragic death left the little Tennessee Community grief-stricken
had practiced general medicine for
more than 50 years. He retired
from active practice about three
years ago, but kept on seeing his
patients occasionally. Many of
them have never been treated by
any than " a Dr. Biggs."
The 81-year old physician was
walking along the highway to his

Sooth Fallon Loses

;;!S&HERS"

DRESS SHIRTS — Men, Tni - Val
$3.99 Dp
SPORT SHIRTS _,Me«.
. v* __ $2.99 up
Headquarters For

BISHOP—

(Continued from Pace One)
dist will wish to be present for
the inspiration and information of
South Fulton's A and B basket- this greet hour. Hear Bishop
Finger
next Sunday at 10:50
ball teams suffered two defeats
at the hands of high-powered Ful- A M.
ton County school teams. The B
team lost by a score of 55-29 and
the A team lost by a score of 82- VENICE HAS 4M BRIDGES
VENICE, Italy — Interspersed
66.
among Venice's canals are 118
Friday night is homecoming at
islands. Connecting the islands are
South Fulton, with the Red Devils
some 400 bridges.
and the Devilettes encountering
the teams from Sharon. On December 15 the teams will play UP GO AIR PROFITS
WASHINGTON—United States
Kenton there.
airlines took in $1.3 billion in
1964's first haif. Net profit of 3.9
Shop Now—Mail Early
per cent far exceeded the .4 per
Merry Christmas Shopping
cent net tor 1063's first half.

To Fnllon County

F R

E C T B O N I C

„

n Involute

m

«

r.li.b.l.tv

m

television

$10.78 Per Month

WITH

...

.•

*

TRADE

SEAMLESS
NYLONS

NOT TOO DARK!

99c Pr.

« .;

ENJOY CHRISTMAS ALL Y E A R !
5c

EASY TERMS
$36X10 Per Month

An excellent gift selection !

LADIES CO-ORDINATES
$8.99 and $12.99
SANTA

ONLY!

GIFT
M608XGL

Big Selection!
MEN'S GIFT TIES
ONLY $1.00

Special Purchase Sale !

Smart 2-piece sets consisting of solid
color pleated skirls with harmonising
cardigan tops. Printed or embroidered.

• FRONT CONTROLS . . .
lo
.rr and u*e.
. ILLUMINATED, BIG KLMBEK
CHANNEL WINDOW.
• BUILT-IN DlvPOLE ANTENNA.
Trlr.ropinK • . > adjurt.ble.
. 1.IM SILHOUETTE
lJIXOKATOK STYLIN(,.

$169.95

- 1 ) TtiKiny
**
TIBS?.

An exquisite gift at a thrifty
price; made of easy-care nylon
tricot knit. 4-Gore styles with
shadow panel front and pretty
lace-trimmed styles. While, red.
black; sizes 32 to 42 and 44-46.

•

!\'n more riial-fuUllinft. !Sow,
enjoy relaxed, carefree tirieinc with built-in lltra-Matic
features

Fulton

Mesh or flat knit

DESIGNEJ R TV
*

Lake Street

$2.99

NEW
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Jtl >
•

HOMRA'S

Easy to care for; never need
ironing

DAYLIGHT-BLUE

IP

•»

$2.99

$219.95

EASY TERMS

NOTTGO LIGHT...

K.

SLIPS

Traditional styling • Mahogany grained finish on
hardboard • All-channel
UHF • Front controls, easy
to see and use • F r o n t
sound • Set-and-forget volume control.

of t h . «•<

desifn-

Ship'n Short Shapley Rlonses
Queens Sportswear
Big Assortment of $1 Gifis

Christmas Thrift Sale

TELEVISION

BOARD

Mens and Ladle*

JANTZEN SWEATERS
$7.95 up
LADIES STRETCH PAHTS _ _ _ _ $3.98 np

100% NYLON
Shadow Panel

23"

GUARANTEE

T U F - N U T WORK CLOTHING

LAKE ST.
FULTON, KY.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

CIRCUIT
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grandchildren. He also leaves a with burial in the church cemeniece, Mrs. Michael Hogendobler, tery.
MayflekL
body had been removed
home after he helped his neighbor
Funeral services were conduct- from Jackson Bros. Funeral Home
fill out some papers tor veteran's ed at 2 p. m. last Friday at the in Dukedom to the family resiPalmersville
Primitive Baptist dence, where it remained until
Dr. Biggs, a former classmate of Church by Bro. Allen Ferguson, the hour of the Service.
another beloved long-time general
practloner, Dr. D. L. Jones of Fulton, started practicing medicine in
the "horse and buggy" d^ys. His
life-story covered a period in
medicine from surgery by a coal
oil lamp, to the development of
revoluntionary discoveries in the
treatment and cure of disease.
Matching Shirts. Ideal
The driver of the vehicle was
for
Christmas Gifts.
identified as Buddy Kemp, about
25, at Palmersville. Kemp said he
Headquarters for - - was blinded by the lights of an
oncoming car, and did not see Dr.
HIS
& HERS Shirts
Biggs.
Dr. Biggs once practiced at
Wheelwright, Ky., for about five
$3.99 Each
years.
Survivors Include his wife, Mrs.
Lula Glasgow Biggs; a daughter,
Mrs. Mary Nell Pentecost, of Palmersville; two sisters, Mrs. J. C.
Wiggins, Fulton and Mrs. Hugh
Atherton, Mounds, 111.; and two
(Tails and Tapers)

1

Lift

Page 14

SUGGESTS.

SLIPPERS

T< please everyone on yonr lid!
Choice oi many styles

Men's Coat Style
PAJAMAS
$2.99
Sanforised cotton broadcloth in assorted prints
and stripes. Elastic waistband.
Men's Quality Dress
ANKLETS __1
79c
Stretch banlons, combed
cottons, orlon-nylonrayon blends.
Men's Leather
BILLFOLDS
$2.99
Fine quality handcrafted
leather, black or brown.
Tte-Sox-'Kerchief
3-PC GIFT SET
Gift boxed.
$1.99

The Fulton News, Thursday, Dec. 10, 1964

SECOND SECTION

Well Known Thespian At Delta Stale

The News Reports

SCATTERED PATTER

The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
December 11: Jonell Bellew
Robert HowWl; December 12
Candy Marie Gardner, Dorothy
Minor, Mark Hayes Russell; December 13: Dorothy Freeman
Chuck Pawlukiewicz; December
14: Harold Cashion, Donna Joan
Elliott, Rachel Kilzer, Charles
Woodruff;
December 15: Michael Hutchens
Debbie Rozzell; December 16
John D. Burrow, Janie Barber
Carmen Sue Gardner, Leon Rice:
December 17: Mrs. Hillman Collier, Bell Grlssom, Nancy Treas.

About People and Things
DOTTY ChrUtma. Lingerie

Sometimes we get real "put out" that Christmas
comes when everybody is so busy! That's supposed to
be a kooky statement and it is. For obviously Christmas
makes everybody busy . . . and for us its more so. In
looking over the delightful events of the immediate
past, we are prompted to start a movement to spread
Christmas out all through the year, then we'll have time
to take in everything that's worthwhile.
Take for instance that lovely
dinner held last Thursday for the
benefit of the Elks Club Charity
fund. In spite of the miserable
weather that prevailed a large
crowd attended, heard a good
speaker, and swelled the club's
sweet charity coffers. The meal
was good, as usual, and the talk of
the comings and goings for the
hoITdays was bustin' out all over.

Formfit|Rogere

Shaped To The
Shapier Clothes!
FORMFIT/ROGERS NEW DRESS-SHAPER SLIP that's •

line for line copy of the new fitber fashion lines. Luxurious
lace bodice curves and clings close. Contoured-to-yourfigure design ends with lace edging. Most elegant in
POWDER BUFF, the new shade that is a customblended reflection of the most flattering complexion

colorsl It makes you glowl Other fashion colors, too, ef
r"
course.

Lovely HaK Slips

„ FULL SUPS

PANTIES-BRAS
See Our Lovely

$2.00 op

Window Displays
of Gift Items
for 'HER'
Shop Soon at the
D O T T Y Christmas Lingerie

House guests prevented us from
attending that magnificent musical program at the First Methodist
Church last Sunday afternoon.
Somebody remarked that they had
never seen the church look lovelier, nor had a larger crowd ever
assembled there. The occasion
was the annual Christmas program
sponsored by the Music Department of the Woman's Club. That
80-voice choir from Murray State
College lived up to its early star
billing. Of course the appearance
of our area musicians with the
choir made the program that much
more enjoyable. Another prideful
local angle was evident because
Prof. Robert K. Baar. whom we all
know quite well, was the director.
Over $100.00 was collected in the
free-will offering at the close of
the program. This money was given to the choir to help with its
European tour next summer. This
will be the first choir from Kentucky to tour Europe.
Mrs. Frank Welch, president of
the Music Department said this
morning, "We feel honored that
we had the group with us Sunday to help put us into a spiritual
mood for Christmas."
The 60 voide choir, with part of
the college orchestra, filled the
church with joyous music. "The
program began with The Fanfare,
with the choir and orchestra, In
the balcony of the church and was
followted by the impressive candelight processional to the front of
tWe sanctuary.

going to the Parte Terrace all decked out In our printer's apron and
ink-stained hands. But the boys
in the backshop thought we'd better stay around with the working
folks.

TV

And It's like we said . . . nearly
everything happens on Wednesday. Mrs. Mansfield Martin's 8-A
section of the South Fulton school
presented a spearkling program
with a "standing room only" sign
in evidence. The entire student
body and a goodly number of
school patrons were charmed with
the program featuring Mr. and
Mrs. Santa Claus and a large
crowd of "living, breathing dolls."
And that's no slang, either. Wish
they'd do a repeat on that show

SERVICE
REPAIRS

Th« second stage production of the year at Delta State College
features Chris Meadows, Cleveland, In one of the lead roles. In a rehearsal scene for the play, "The Little Foxes" by Lillian Bellman, she
Antennas Installed
endures th<e harsh words of her slob-like brother-in-law, played by
Barnes Carr, Greenwood. The play wUl be stated Dec. 9 and 10. Chris
Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Meadows, and the granddaughter of Mrs. Aiwebelle Edwards. Mr. Meadows served as assistant
TELEVISION
trainmaster for the Illinois Central Railroad when the family lived
306 Main
Phone 307
here.
And to make life even drearier
we had to stay home while friends
winged their way from the west
to the east last week-end and this
one. Selected as one of four Midwest representatives to be present at the Birth Defects Center of
the Salk Institute in San Diego
A Fulton County student, Marlast Sunday, we cringed and said
IF YOU ARE AN AMBITIOUS, ENERGETIC INDIVIDUAL,
"no thank you." The children tha Lee DeMyer, has been named
YOU MAY QUALIFY TO JOIN THE DODGE SUCCESS TEAM.
urged us to go, (Paul, too, since to the Centennial Scholarship
CHRYSLER MOTORS CORPORATION IS LOOKING FOR A
nearly all his brothers and sisters Committee, a sub-committee of the
are on the West Coast) but we University of Kentucky Student
QUALIFIED INDIVIDUAL TO REPRESENT DODGE CARS
looked at the schedule, signed and Centennisd Committee.
AND TRUCKS IN A DEALERSHIP IN THIS MARKET. AN
said, "no can do" again.
These sub-committee members
OUTSTANDNG PROFIT OPPORTUNITY FOR THE RIGHT
will work with the Student CenThis week-end, a private DC-3 tennial Committee in carrying out
MAN WITH THE DODGE ORGANIZATION THAT HAS BEEN
leaves Frankfort Sunday after- the projects planned by that group.
SETTING RECORDS FOR THREE YEARS IN A ROW.
noon for New York to attend a The Centennial Celebration at the
dinner called by Senator-elect University officially begins in
Robert Kennejy
honoring the January, 1965.
FT)R INORMATION CONTACT:
state chairmen of the Kennedy
Miss DeMyer is the daughter of
Library Foundation. Both of us Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert L. DeMyer,
R. R. ORTH
were invited to go along with Mr. 214 Fourth Street, Fulton. She
Dodge Regional Manager
and Mrs. Bert Combs and Mr. and graduated from Fulton High School
Mrs. William May. Oh, to have and is a sophomore in the College
7751 Carondelet Ave.
Christmas and a deluge of adver- of Agriculture at UK.
Clayton 5, Missouri
tising in July. Besides that our
Phone:
(314) 726-6995
home is on the Christmas tour of
Shop Now—MaU Early
ihe B&PW Club . . and frankly
we can go to ^ e w York anytime,
but' never wOIWe have the pleasure of having so many people
come and share some Christmas
cheer with us.

ROPER

Martha DeMyer Named
To OK Student Group

Mrs. Sammy Haddad, a member of the Music Deparment, read
the scripture at the beginning of
the program and Rev. Henry
Hanna, minister of the First
Christian Church, closed the proOur congratulations go to Carogram with prayer.
lyn Lucy who has been chosen
basketball queen for the homeLast press day (we wish this coming basketball game at South
could be a national holiday) the Fulton Friday night Carolyn, bestyle show sponsored by the sides being popular and beautiful
Medical Auxiliary was the place is a starting forward on the outto be. The way we hear it, there standing Devilette team. Queen
was great difficulty telling the Carolyn's attendants will be Judy
luncheon guests from the models. and Jean Netely, daughters of Mr.
Never have so many dressed up and Mrs. Ed Neely. Carolyn is the
so fine to enjoy seeing a few daughter of Mrs. J. F. Lucy.
dressed up as well, show the latest fashions from the "teen crowd
models" to the "un-teen crowd
models." About 100 persons attended. We thought seriously of

Gift Suggestions!
Give her a lovely pair of shoes with matching
bag . . . hosiery . . . or maybe a matching pair
of house shoes! BAY'S can help you make
her happy.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Ophelia Speight On
Little Derby Group

A Fulton
County
student,
Frances Ophelia Speight, has been
selected to the University of
Kentucky Little Kentucky Derby
Steering Committed.
Serving as co-chairman of the
committee which will plan the
spring semester weekend. Miss
Speight is the president of Kappa
Delta sorority and a senior in the
College of Education.
The Little Kentucky Derby is
scheduled for April 23-25.
Miss Speight is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Speight, 303
Fourth Street, Fulton. She graduated from Fulton High School.
Visit Local Stores First
Merry Christmas Shopping

DODGE DEALERSHIP

CITY DRUG CO.

Christmas Exam
Test your knowledge oi the BEST Names in Fragrances

(1) FABERGE
Flambeau
Tigress
Aphrodisia

(2) LANVIN
My Sin
Arpege
Crescendo

(3) REVL0N
Intimate
Aquamarine

(4) EVYAN
White Shoulders
Great Lady

(13) CORDAY
Fame
Toujours Moi

(14) MARIE BARKER
After Dark
My Secret
Persuadez Moe

(15) HELENA RUBINSTEIN
Apple Blossom
Heaven Sent
Command Performance
Visa Vis

(16) TUSSY
Midnight

(5) JEAN PAT0U
Joy

(6) MAX FACTOR
Primitif
Hypnotique

If You Prefer,
Leave The Shopping
to HER
with a Bay's
GIFT
CERTIFICATE

FAMILY SHOE STORE
220 Lake Street

MARTIN,
SENOUH

PAINTS
EXCHANGE
F U R N I T U R E CO.
Commercial AT* • Phone 35

(7) TABU
(8) WIND SONG
(9) CHANEL
(10) DESERT FLOWER
(11) ENGLISH LAVENDER
Bond Street

(12) COTY
Emeraude
Muguet
Llamant

Colognes For Men
Canoe
Signature
Chanel
Black Gold

new estimates, by 1VTO will e x - M A T H * A X M C O T
ceed SO billion kroner ( t » e r l 7 H M F « canT
billion), or considerably more
W A S H I N G T O N — During tte
than the present national d e b t
first decade of antibiotics' ua» to
the United State* death rates
f r o m tuberculosis, syphilis, dysen-

The Fulton News, Thursday, Dec. 10,1864
ters and deacons closed the service.
Bro. Jackson has been called to
be pastor of the Sharon Baptist
Church in Mayfietd. He, his w i f e
and two sons will m»vw to MayRay Jackson was ordained as a field after Christmas, when he
minister of the gospel last Sunday will enter his new field of service
evening, December 8th, at the and also will attend Murray State
College.
First Baptist Church. A Bible was
presented to him by Oden Fowler,
HINDU GOD FEELS FINCH
on behalf of the church.
Rajkot, India — Somnath. Hin-

Bay Jacksoa Ordained
Into Baptist Church

The ordination
sermon was
preached by the pastor, Rev. Den'.el L. Dukes, and the ordination
Trayer was by Marvin Sanders.
The laying on of hands by minis-

du god of destruction, is also feeling the pinch of India's current
food shortage. Worshipers have
quit leaving meals at his nearby
temple because of scarcity.

Order this NEW
"Honest Value"
Today!

• Expert] y prepared • Washed
• Laboratory tested • Free burning • Perfectly sized for furnace,
store, stoker.

Boys' and Men's Jackets and Pants

MUST GO!
BOYS' JACKETS
Beg. $8.98 and $9.98

ONLY $4.98

MEN'S JACKETS
Beg. $12.98 and $14.98

ONLY $7.98

MEN'S PANTS
Beg. $8.98, Now
BOYS' PANTS
Beg. $5.98 and $4.98

ONLY $5.98
ONLY $3.98

THE LEADER STORE
34 Lake Street

Fulton

Well, old man Winter is here to
stay. It is so cold and w e had
about ten Inches of snow so far
and more to c o m e
It sure is great to h » v e our
newspapers back again, after not
having any tor four months. It
was a pleasure to always get my
Fulton paper on Saturday.
The family night dinner at
church was well attended and all
had a very good time. T h e men
prepared the food, served it and
washed the dishes.
The manse f o r the pastor is
nearing completion and will soon
be ready to move into - w e hope
for Christmas.
Mrs. Maurer bought n e w candle
holders for the church. It was her
husband's birthday gift, so the
church got what was needed a
long time ago and R o y got a card.
It was a bad day to be out selling Goodfellow papers today, but,
as w e say, no child without a
Christmas (and w e mean what we
say) and the weather d o e s n t stop
us.
Eul Phelps is in Martin Hospital
in Warren. He suffered severe
chest pains and was taken there
for a check-up and some tests.
His home address is 8728 Ford,
Warren, Mich.
Sure was great to have Mrs.
Novella Kirby teaching our Sunday School class the last two
weeks. We all enjoyed it and
hope she does it more often.
Sorry to hear Judge B o b Kaler
of Clinton, Ky., is not his usual
self at present

The Kei
Commissio
ductions f
which wil
sumers so
year.
The new
the first
J.
David
chapman,
residential
ban and n.

The soft glow of candlelight enhances any holiday setting. And now you can get 12-inch hand-dipped candles
free at your Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer's. With
every 7 gallons of Ashland Vitalized Gasoline, you get
one attractive 12-inch tapered red candle. These candles

Glad to hear that Herbert
Goulder is at home. Hurry and
get well, your friends all miss
you. H e was in Hillview Hospital
for two weeks. Said they took his
pants and shoes away, so he had to
stay.

are smokeless, dripless, and they won't fade. YouH want
to get several for holiday decorating in your home. Drive
in- at your Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer's dis-

Our sick list: Mrs. Euna R o d gers, Mrs. Eva Mallard, Mrs. Hilda
Andre and Wilbur Byrne. Our
wish to all of you is to get well
in a hurry.

playing the "FREE CANDLE" sign.
Offtrtxpirtt

Hope to see you in church every
Sunday. Our greeting card to you
will b e in the holiday edition of
this paper.
Until next time, be a Goodfellow
all thte year, not just at Christmas
time. Call me at 293-8181 with
your news. If you c a n t call,
write.

December

>i

31,1964

ME A N D MY LIGHT POLE
W I C H I T A Kan
Joyce E. R o b erts, was walking across a parking
lot on a dark night when she saw
what appeared to be the shadow
of a utility pole.
When she tried to step through
it she found it was a real utility
pole. She suffered only scratches
when she fell.
Merry Christmas Shopping
Shop Now—Mail Early

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY

BUY NOW and Get This Big Double Offer!
For a limited time you select from hundreds of price
cut merchandise and get your choice of the 6 Free Gifts.

CUT $ 5 6 — G e t 1 Free Gift
Take your choice of

w i t h this d e l u x e K e n m o r e T e a m

1 7 . 2 cu. f t . FREEZER (chest, upright)

6-Cycle WASHER-CUT $ 3 0

SRUL

DELIVERED and
normal installation

ff
J

1 Q J
1 J

Q
3

C
u

Set one dial, this washer automatically selects
time, temperature, wash and spin speeds to suit
the fabric . . . even dispenses bleach at proper time.
Self-cleaning lint filter.
O n e with every mejor
appliance
you buy that's
f a
on our
^
special
i
premium
ffl

the details

S o f t - H e a t DRYER—CUT $ 1 5

$204.88 >

A super-sharp picture plus high fidelity FM sound in a
beautiful wood veneer cabinet. Good performance even in
far fringe areas.

NYLON
CUT 1 1 %

ACRILAN
CUT 1 7 %

FINEST W O O L
CUT 1 » %

Cushions Cut 1 4 % to 3 6 %
Call

CUT $ 6 0 — G e t 1 Free Gift

CUT $ 3 0 — G e t 1 Free Gift

1 6 . 5 cu. f t . REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

3 0 - i n . ELECTRIC RANGE

for f r e e estimate,

no

DELIVERED and
normal installation
no frost forms in either section. 2 doors
Spacemaster shelves.

CUT $ 3 0 — G e t 1 Free Gif
2 3 - i n . A l l - C h a n n e l TV Console

Free Gift w i t h order $ 1 4 9 . 9 5

Porcelain finish interior; holds 602 lbs. of food. Magnetic
door gasket seals cold in. Flush hinges; safety signal light;
other features.

DELIVERED and
normal installation
N o over-drying ever . . . just dial the time . . . heat
tapers off as clothes dry. Shaded coppertone or
turquoise is same low price as white.

CARPET and CUSHION Price Cut

obligulioM

\ I Q i
Q
>P 1 J 0 • J

Clock turns oven ON and OFF automatically at pre set
times; top units have infinite heat settings. White or
shaded coppertone.

CUT $ 3 5 — G e t 1 Free Gift
O u r Finest Z I G - Z A G Console

3 0 - i n . GAS RANGE

REG. $ 2 4 9 . 9 5

DELIVERED and
normal Installation

NOW

$ 1 9 9 . 9 5

( P o r t a b l e with c a s e o n l y $ 1 5 9 . 9 5 )
Dramatis* your sewing . . . 80 basic fancy patterns, inchiding double needle, walnut veneer cabinet.

$ 1 7
1
if » « U .

Automatic oven . . 6th burner accessory
turns griddle into added burner.
White or coppertone.
Cotalog Sales I

N O M O N E Y D O W N on Sears easy terms . . . U S E Y O U R C R E D I T !

at SEARS Catalog Sales Office

Broadway PH.-2002

K
J

^ H

KU Rate Drop
Saves Millions
For Consumers

than SO kilowatt hours a month
will benefit, he said, as will industrial large power and
power users.

Many Veterans Eligible To Re-Open GI
Insurance With Low Premium Payments

About $588,000 of the reduction
stems from a requirement that
Kentucky Utilities pass along savings netted by a Federal tax cut
The Keatucky PubHc Semite Another $887,000 comes through
More than a mllilon-and-a-half
Commission has approved rate re- increased consumption of power veterans may not know that they
and
improved
efficiency
at
K.
U.
are
eligible for the reopening of
ductions for Kentucky Utilities
GI insurance, Veterans Adminiswhich will save electrical contration officials have reported.
sumers some $1.4 million next
HOT POND
They are those whose disabiliyear.
ATIKOKAN, Ont.—A hot pond ties, although adjudged to be serThe new rates are effective with will enable a new $6,000,000 saw- vice-connected, are so slight that
they do not rate monthly compenthe first billing period of 1965, mill here to operate at full casation payments.
J. David Francis, commission pacity both winter and summer.
The fact, however, that their
The pond, which washes foreign
chat-man, s a i l Commercial and
matter from logs, is heated in win- disabilities are service-connected
residential customers in both ur- ter with off-peak hydro power to makes them eligible to apply for
National Service Life Insurance.
ban and rural areas who use more loosen bark and thaw logs.
The VA has n o way to trace
these individuals to notify them
PHONE U _ OPEN 8:45
of their eligiblity. Veterans receiving compensation checks, on
TWO B-I-G ACTION
the other hand, can be notified
through the mails.
HITS!

n

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

DUKEDOM NEWS

By Mrs. HHIinan Weatbrook
Robert Mitchum—In

SUNDAY

AND

MONDAY

A STORY OF THE REVOLUTION IN^CAMPUS MORALS

Tuesday - Wednesday 8c Thursday
He had to pa; for bis life., with love!

cl JOT House .
FMKOK

Delores Watkins is now teacher
of English at Carlisle County High
School at Bardwell. Seventeen
members of the Beta Club, with
Delores as sponsor, attended the
convention in Louisville last week.
The James Johnson family has
recently moved into the community, residing in the Webb Brown
house.
Linda Bailey and Ann Westbrook, of Memphis, visited with
homefolks this week end.
Meade Rushing returned last
Friday to Memphis for treatment
at the TB Sanitarium.
Freddie McCoy is improving and
was able to leave the hospital on
.Saturday. He is at his home in
Memphis.
Mrs. Jack Williams was in
Jackson for a check-up last week
and is doing fine.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cunningham are here visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Cunningham They are now living in
Texas.
Mrs. Lurline Grissom was taken
to Louisville in a Jackson Brothers
ambulance to enter the Baptist
Hospital there for examination
and treatment.
Good Springs has set Monday
night, December 21, at 7 p. m. for
the Christmas program and tree.
An invitation is extended to all
to attend.
The W. M. U. of Pleasant View
Church met in an all-day meeting
at the home of Mrs. Donald Clinard on Tuesday. This was thte Lot-

YOUR C O N V E N I E N T
B.F. GOODRICH S T O R E

CHARLIE SCATES TIRE SERVICE

PHCSNE 389

The majority of these millionand-a-half veterans have lost complete touch with VA, since there
was no reason to notify the agency of their whereabouts.
VA records show, however, that
1,800,000 veterans of World War
II or the Korean Conflict period
have been adjudged service-connected in a non-compensable category.
The V A is enlisting the aid erf
patriotic, military and other service organizations in an effort to
reach these veterans who may
otherwise never learn of the opportunity to obtain the GI insurance coverage that they either
failed to take during service or
allowed to lapse ell or in part,

since that time.
These veterans are probably entitled to the lowest ipsurance rates
under the reopening plan since
their physical impairments are of
such a slight nature, VA officials
said.
Veterans in Kentucky may contact the Veterans Administration
office in Louisville for additional
informaton.

tie Moon Chjistmas offering. A
potluek dinner was enjoyed at the
noon hour.
Mrs. Bobby Pruitt, wife of pastor at Pleasant View, was taken
to the Hlllview Hospital from,
church Sunday, but was able to
return to Ker home in the afternoon. Bro. H. D. Hayes preached
for the congregation on Sunday
night, when Bro. Pruitt was not
able to come due to his wife's illness.
Saturday night, December 19,
Pleasant View Baptist Church will
have a Christmas supper at the
One and All Club. The children
will exchange gifts at this time.
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An average of 13 per 1,000 population works for the federal government.

Shop New—Mall Early

WE BUY.
SELL and TRADE

S. P. MOORE & CO.

New and Used Shotguns.
Pistols. Rifles

—Vinyl and Tile.
—Downs Carpetlni
—Upholstering, Medern *
Antique

Leader Sporting Goods
414 LAKE ST.

PHONE M8

m

JAMES

AVOID THE LAST - MINUTE CLEANING RUSH
your " p u t - o f f

HAZELWOOD

. . . don't let

household cleaning take you away from the coming

holiday enjoyment! Just let us do your linens, drapes, slipcovers, etc.
Prompt pickup and delivery telephone 130.

CK-'Pattdcon

AMATEUR MUSICIANS
TO TOTAL 37 MILLION
CHICAGO — The American
Music Conference exptects the
number of amateur musicians in
the United States to increase by
1.5 million in 1964; bringing the
total to about 37 million. Instruments purchased in 1964 are likely to reach 2.1 million.

LAUNDRY

AND

CLEANERS,

INC.

218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.

That's Right
r r s A FACT

PURE
MILK
BOILED
CUSTARD
IS THE BEST
r

Daring The Coming Holiday Season — Why Not Give Yourself And Yonr Family A
Treat With

PURE MILK CO. BOILED CUSTARD
BFG Trailmaker Silver-town
Snow Tires
JTSSmez

• Deepest-biting edges of all
major brands'. Give you enough
traction to tow a tow truckl
• Nylon construction for extra
itrangth and wirUers of wearl

Md $3.00 MCh for wWt

NO TRADE-IN N E E D E D

(•

TIRE
PLAN

guarantees*
every
BFG
passenger-car
tire for
as long as it has tread/

BFG INSTANT CREDIT
forliolders of national credit cards
SL9JtVfXSV

BFG T r a i l m a k e r 330
Snow Tires as low
as 113.25
B.F.GOODRICH
PROTECTION

No additional charge for mounting

tM Hr«t *«8*ty • f -Owxlrlct. MIH"|«"»'

The Company That Introduced The Boiled Custard To The Dairy Industry.

••"'••I

* M t. m* ar I|||I. *f— - — 'I, ,1, ta n, • I ..iln

SCATES TIRE SERVICE
51 BY

PASS

PHONE 389

P U R E M I L K CO
ALL STAR
DAIRIF"

•
The Country's FAVORITE!
DAIRY FOODS
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PIERCE STATION
By

ttv

Charles

L m

Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove
and family spent Sunday In Mayfield with Mrs. Polsrove's brother, Billy Whitehead, and family.
Mrs. G. L Bennett visited her
daughter, Mrs. Wallace Stephens,
and family near Chicago recehtly.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Adams,
of Martin, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Bud Stem Sunday.
Mrs. Gladys Gibbs, Mrs. Pentecost, Mrs. Louise Whitis of Mayfield, Mrs. Nelson Tripp of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. John Smith

B r Mrs. Harver

visited Mrs. C. E. L o w e Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs Mattie Rogers is still Improving and her many friends are
very glad.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans remains
about the same in Henderson's
Rest Home.
Santa Claus will b e coming soon
and w e hope he is good to everyone.
.

•

$185

STUltd BOURBON. 99 fWOF ( IN NOW MIMD •«miowstin iisnuEtr ca.. LOOISVIIU omnsmo, IT.

IENWCXT

$155

'urn.

Merry gift idea
for everyone on your Christmas list:
Mom. Dad. Sister Sue.
Brother Bob.
Your teen-age niece, Sally.
Aunt Mary. Uncle Ralph.
Grandma and Grandpa.
Extension phones make wonderful gift*
For everyone.
(What else that costs so little
could bring them so much pleasure?)

Mrs. Holdon Glover has returned home f r o m the Baptist Hospital, where she had • m a j o r
operation a f e w weeks ago. W e
hope she will continue t o improve
during
her convalescent days
ahead.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at N e w Sal e m Baptist Church the past Sunday at both the morning and e v e ning worship hours.
Mrs. Leslie Lassiter and baby
son, Richard Allen, returned home

A f o n d dream of all parents
would b e to live as near to their
children as the Harris home is t o
their daughter. H>eir home lacks
nothing f o r comfort or conveni
ence. No more pleasant w o r k
could b e desired than that experienced b y this correspondent as
census taker.
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
Naomi Palmer Teague, whose husband, Bill Teague, passed a w a y
Sunday afternoon at their home
near Dresden. H e had been in d e clining health for several months.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Anderson on the arrival
of a baby son. Mrs. Anderson will
be remembered by Her many
friends in this community as
Sarah Ross. The n e w baby will b e
called Ross.
Several members of the Ruthvilfe congregation met in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige
Friday night for a pot-luck supper
and to give their preacher a
pounding. About 30 enjoyed this
pleasant occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McKnight
f r o m Sheffield, Ala., visited Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan and
other relativte here and at Dyer
last week end.
Mrs. Laverne Owenby, Mrs
Jim Burke, Mrs. Wayne Grissom,
Mrs. Myrtle Temple, Mrs. Lucy
Gibbs, Mrs. Paul Reams, Mrs.
Jimmie Westbrook, and Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan
attended
the
Achievement
luncheon at the
Martin Elementary cafeteria last
Saturday. Congratulations to Mrs.
E O. Carney, w h o was selected
the
Homemakers' of Weakley
County " W o m a n of the Year.'
This is indeed an honor, consider
ing the competition for this award.
A delicious meal was Served b y
the band parents. A most enjoyable program was presented by
the "Kitty Kats".
S. A. Hagler was admitted to
the Fulton Hospital Sunday, due
to a stroke. Mr. Hagler is one of
our oldest citizens, being 98.
Best wishes are extended for a
speedy recovery to Harold Muzzall, w h o is a patient in th'e Baptist Hospital in Memphis, where
he will have surgery.
Thurston Brundige is a patient
in the Obion County Hospital for
examinations and treatment.
" W e l c o m e Home" to Mr. and
Mrs. O. C. Spence, w h o have been
living at Reelfoot Lake for the
past f e w years, w h e r e they have
been employed. He has been
transferred, so they have moved
back to their home near Ruthville.
ON THE B E A M
I just had an LBJ
sandwich:
Lettuce, Butter and Jelly!
A 35th wedding anniversary is
difficult to celebrate. Its too soon
to brag and too late to complain.
There's nothing m o r e annoying
than not being invited to a party
you- wouldn't be caught dead at.
— B o b Boehm

Southern BeH
• e * 8 i m f i | Ywi

several grandchildren, a brother
and a sister are t u r r i v o n , besides
many nieces and nephews. Bowlin
Mortuary In Dresden is In charge
of all arrangements. Sympathy is
extended to
the breaved ones.

General Becky Lynn, were visitors in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Buton LasMrs. Lexie Simpson continues to siter.
slowly, but steadily, improve, a f Services will b e held today
ter aeveral weeks illness in the (Monday) f o r Rev. J. Lawrence
Obion County Hospital. Every good McClain, retired Baptist jninister,
wish is extended to the well- at 10 a. m. in the New Salem Bapknown lady, a former resident of tist Church. Death came Saturday
District 1.
at Union City in the home of his
W o r k continues on the Ray R o b - children, Mr. and Mrs. Bee M c ertson home in this village, where Clain, after several months' illsome additional rooms are being ness, due to several strokes. He
built. Ray is the only merchant had served several churches as
here and is doing the work on his pastor through his life, and was a
house by himself, during spare life-long resident of this District
time.
and held in high esteem by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis and His companion, two sons, Bee and
daugthers, Sammie Jane, Liz and Bud, two daughters, Mrs. Pansy
from the Obion County
Hospital the past week.

AUSTIN SPRINGS

1

T h e Agriculture census and
enumeration, which began in this
community December 2, is p r o gressing very nicely. T h e cooperation of the respondents has been
excellent, which is most highly
appreciated by all census takers.
It is hoped that most homes in
this community will b e visited
this week. It is a most exhileratlng
experience to visit the many
homes and to note the many i m HOLIDAY POME
provements that have been and
are being made f o r more c o m Leave plenty of space between
fortable living. It was most pleasyou and the car ahead; It's n o fun
ant to visit with Mr. and Mrs.
to spend Christmas in a hospital
Sank Harris in their new trailer
bed.
home, which is located on the
—Liz of T h e Tunnel T o p
lawn of their daughter, Mrs. Cecil
Robey. It will b e remembered
that Mrs. Harris was injured in
a fall several months ago, but is
improving very nicely at this
time.

Discover how
a bourbon can be
IMD.

CHESTNUT QLADE

Parts For AB HeebieShavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Delinquent Tax Notice To The Citizens Of So, Fnlton
The following is a list of delinquent city taxes of the citizens of South Fulton. The
list shows the actual amount of taxes past due and does not Include the penalty to be added.
~
City taxes may be paid at the office of the City Clerk.
The following list will b« turned over to the Chancery Court on February 1, 1965 for
collection.
1952

1953

14.50

14.50

Brown, T o m m i e

1954

Blackburn, Sam

1955

14.50

14.50

30.45

30.45

1956

1957

1958

1959

Brown, Willey

I960

8.60

1961

1962

1963

14.50

13.75

13.75

Brown, Charles E s t

13. TS

Blackburn, Jesse

33.00

Barnes, Henry Est.

8.70

8.70

8.70

Colp Wholesale Co.

217.50 206.25 206.25

Covington, Robert
Capps, Corella & Hoyle

14.50

Cashion, Bill

14.50

14.50

14.50

14.50

26.10

24.75

14.50

13.75

13.75

27.50

27.50

Crittendon, Herschel
Cruse, Willie

14.50

Chambers, Walter M.

14.50

14.50

14.50

15.05

20.30

26.10

2.93

Chapman, Sadie

26.10

13.75

13.75

26.13

26.13

17.40

16.50

16.50

20.30

19.25

19.25

13.75

13.75

27.55

s

14.50

Gates, Paul

26.10

8.70

Duke, Rubin

17.40

Drew, Ella Mae
Eddings, Mary

6.88

Fields, James
Fields, Ethel

13.75

Gore, D. L.

26.10

Gannon, Marvin
Goodwin,

9.30

Charlie

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

9.30
5.80

5.80

24.75
12.00

1.00

7.25

6.88

6.88

Harris, Idessia

13.75

Hudson, B e m i c e & Mose
Hicks, Emma

13.75

11.60

11.60

11.60

11.60

Hart. Ella Mae

5.80

7.25

6.88

6.88

Hartsell, Linnie

8.70

14.50

13.75

13.75

13.75

13.75

16.50

16.50

6.88

6.88

23.38

23.38

Hicks, Willie
Hamilton, Bennie
Horton, Bishop

5.80

5.80

17.40

17.40

17.40

17.40

Hankinson, Zela
Hogg, Clede

8.70

Hogg, Mrs. Charles
Hilliard, Curtis

29.00

-

24.65

HaUey, Edward

27.55

Hayes & Bardwell
Harris, George
Henderson, A. B.
Hart, Rev. Jewell
Johnson, Herbert

_

13.05

13.05

Kaler, Ollfe

14.50

14.50

14.50

14.50

14.50

13.75

13.75

21.75

21.75

21.75

21.75

21.75

20.63

20.63

23.20

23-20

23.20

23 JO

23.20

23.20

22.00^

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

13.05

13.05

13.05

13.05

14.50

13.75

13.75

23.20

22.00

22.00

14.50

14.50

14.50

13.75

13.75

27.55

King, James
Large, Dave
Matheny, Dudley

13.75

Mitchell, Sloan
Mitchell, Kate

4.35

Martin, Cola

16.50

4.35

5.80

5.80

5.80

14.50

5.80

5.80

14.50

5.80

5.80

7.25

6.88

6.88

14.50

10.75

10.75

10.75

14.50

14.50

14.50

13.75

13.75

Moore, Lonzo
Mayo, Allie
Morris, T. D.
Mitchell, Holmes

8.70

Manley, Matilda

5.80

Murrell, Clay

5.80

5.80

5.80

6.20

McClain, Mary L e e
McFadden, Laura

19.25

19.25

11.50

10.00

10.00

14.50

13.75

13.75

11.50

10.00

10.00

29.00

27.51

27.51

27.50

27.50

13.75

13.75

11.60

McKinney, R. L
McCutchens, Pauline

21.75

McMorris, Charles
Osier, George

17.40

21.75

29.00

29.00

29.00

21.75

21.75

29.00

6.88

6.88

37.70

37.13

37.13

14.50

14.50

13.75

13.75

14.50

14.50

13.75

13.75

Patterson, L. M.
Pierce, Emily

14.50

Patterson, D. L.
Patterson, J. H.

11.60

•

6.80

Peeples, Richard

11.60

Robertson, William
Reynolds, Emma

4.35

4.35

5.t

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

Robertson, J. A.

22.00
5.80
21.75

Rose, Hallitt
Robertson, W. A .

10.50

Rucker, William

21.75

20.63

7.75

7.75

7.75

7.75

11.50

10.00

Gilt Liquors In Beautiful Decanter Bottles

15.13

R

Schmidt, M. E.

26.10

26.10

Tansil, Anna belle
Thorp, Robert

Weatherspoon, C. F.
Weatherspoon, Lee E s t

HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE

West St Wilson
Waire, James

41.25

41.25

26.10

26.10

24.75

24.75

26.10

26.10

24.75

24.75
24.75

5.80
5.80

Watford, John & Minnie

Special Invitation To Ladies

COMMERCIAL AVENUE
(Formerly known as Church Si.)
— Fulton. Ky. —

5.80

Thomas, Survear

CHRISTMAS WRAPPED

43.50

2 6.10

Smith, Douglas
Strange, Howard

GIFT SIZES

5.80

7.25

6.88

6.88
20.63

17.40
17.40
27.85
5
14 50

14.50

CITY OF SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
mm. J

10.00
23.38

Smith, Ernest
Stephenson, A .

20.63
16.50

10.15
14.50

Rucker, Mary

SEE H A P P Y FOR

24.75

13.80

Pascall, Chester

HAPPY'S

45.38

13.75

13.75

